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O

ne of the reasons for

beginning the Movement of
India was to come out with a
magazine that not only reports
on the critical struggles for
social justice and equity across
the country, but also emerges
as a space to debate and reflect
on the strategies and tactics
employed in these various
struggles. As we all agree it is
imperative that we learn from
each other’s experiences. To
this end, from this edition
onwards we intend to bring to
you interviews with activists
from various movements
across the country as they
reflect on their experiences in
social action and activism. We
begin with an interview with
Ashok Chowdhury as he
reflects on the origin of social
movements and alliance
building in post-Emergency
India and another with Medha

the country. The Bill was
passed in the Rajya Sabha
amidst high drama. While
discussions on the Bill
continue, it still remains to be
seen when this will become a
reality.
The
other
controversial legislation that
has been proposed is the Civil
Nuclear Liability Bill.
Widespread opposition to the
Bill has forced the UPA
government to withdraw it
from Parliament with the
‘promise’ of a debate. This
debate needs to take place
especially in view of the fact
that, as one of the authors
here has rightly stated, the Bill
offers to invite, ingratiatingly,
outside corporations to come
and expand our domestic
nuclear program – more than
10 fold over the next two
decades – without having to
bear any significant liability.
As acquisition of

resistance and struggles
Patkar who talks about the
National Alliance of People’s
Movements (NAPM) and the
possibility of alliances beyond
NAPM. We on the editorial
board believe that this space for
debate and reflection has to be
widened and deepened, and
invite you to contribute in this
process.
Over the past few
weeks heated discussions on
two crucial Bills in Parliament
have led to widespread public
debates.
The
Women’s
Reservation Bill has raked up a
political storm and led to
debates in households across

lands from more and more
adivasis, farmers, dalits,
women and other marginal
communities takes place at an
alarming rate, a parallel
attempt to amend the Land
Acquisition
laws
and
introduce a rehabilitation law
is also underway. It is
necessary to understand the
real motivation behind these
legislations, even as people
across the country violently
oppose the snatching of their
lands and livelihoods, putting
a check on the capitalist
accumulation
by
dispossession.
The Movement of India

We pay tribute to the contribution of Justice A.P. Shah
who has recently retired from
the Delhi High Court especially at a time when the aam
janta is loosing faith in the
judiciary’s intentions to protect them. We also remember
Advocate Shahid Azmi who
was killed in Mumbai on 12th
February 2010 when unidentified men opened fire on him
near his home in suburban
Mumbai.
This edition also includes articles on Bt Brinjal, the
Telangana issue, the antiPOSCO struggle, and a reflection on the possible “third position” vis-à-vis violence and
non-violence, among others.
Our attempt is to ensure that the Movement of India captures the resistance and
struggles of people all across
the country as they struggle
for a life of dignity and equality. We request you to help us
in this process and send in reports, photographs, articles,
news-reports, interviews, cartoons, etc. of issues that you
feel need to be highlighted
across the country.

- Editorial Team
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M

ost of these ‘new’ social
movements, as they are referred, are a product of postEmergency period, where do
you think, they stand today?
What are the major trends you
see emerging in since then?
Could you reflect on that experience, please?
You can consider post-1947 to
Emergency (25 June 1975 – 21
March 1977) as one phase of
political and social struggle
where all the struggles were
primarily led by political
organisations either directly
or indirectly. But, things got
radically changed during the
Emergency when Mrs. Indira
Gandhi’s government completely smashed the political
structure, which provided
some space for political democratic movements. It is said
that Emergency was a direct
reaction to the growing mass
movements of the late 60s/70s
and she wanted to control
them by using executive
power. People reacted very
strongly politically which
Indira Gandhi could herself
not visualise. She went for
General Election and lost it
very badly.
After the emergency,
the new government which
came in power was an agglomerate alliance with no
ideological basis. They forcibly
became a party, the Janata
party had its own wedges and
within a year or so, they
started showing signs of dis-

integration. This created a
sense of disillusionment within
the social activists as till then
they used to consider political
organisations as their medium
of expression, barring social
work frame of engagement.
When Janata party formula
failed, there were two options.
One was to form alternative
political organisations which
would be radically different
from Janata Party. Second, was
to go for a totally different
way which meant, withdrawing from the political parties
and start rebuilding ourselves.
Unfortunately, there was no
central guiding force to bring
us together and discuss radical alternative, even the Left
was in serious crisis then. This
became more difficult especially, after one
year when Mrs
Gandhi
came
back with a
thumping majority. As a result,
no such formation was possible.

A sh o k
C h o w d h u ry ,
founding member of the
National Forum of Forest
People and Forest Workers
(N FFPFW)
spoke
to
M ad h u re s h
K u m ar ,
editorial member of the
Movement of India on the
origin of social movements
an d alli anc e buildi ng
process in post-Emergency
Period. He has worked with
peasants and forest dwelling
communities for more than
two decades in Uttar Pradesh
and Uttarakhand. NFFPFW
play ed a key role in
enactment of the Forest
Rights Act in 2006. He is an
active member of New Trade
Union Initiative (NTUI) and
been part of formation of
many other alliances.

So, people
took the other
route of going to
different areas
and new initiatives started at
the very local
level. I also come
from the same tradition.
Since
there was no political party, the
social activists
decided to work
The Movement of India
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with people, there was no
shortcut. Unlike today, it was
very clear to the activists that
you have to work with the
people, link with them. In retrospect, it became clear that
this course of action was basically an escape route from the
reality. The purpose we were
serving was more to reveal
and maintain ourselves. We
were far way from forming a
radical organisation against
the present system and it has
its impact later
What kind of formations appeared during that time?
Social groups started taking up
local issues, primary, secondary and others – human rights,
civil rights, torture, questions
of adivasis, dalits, and women
issues. A lot of women groups,
human rights, dalit groups, etc
came out of that. It became
clear that these kinds of issues
are very important for social
regrouping.
Where did they differentiate
themselves? Was there a difference in the nature of their engagement?
Primarily two trends,
given the genesis of the activists: One trend came from socialist Gandhian trend inspired by Jai Prakash
Narayan’s movements. Second
came from radical left movement. During the Emergency
period, the Left parties were
totally disorganised and in a
state of disarray. The best time

for the Left was to strike during the Emergency but they
could not do so. Lots of people
came out of that radical left
movement, left of CPI(M) and
started regrouping. So, fundamentally from two different
dimensions but, they started
converging on the common issues like women issues,
adivasi-dalit, human rights,
etc. But nevertheless people
remained isolated from each
other till a decade or so, not
much interaction, except for
some Sarvodayis and so.
In 90s when globalisation issues came, the social groups

started coming together. Everybody felt there was a big
threat to the sovereignty and
basic economic survival of the
nation.
What are the national formations which came during that
time? Can you name some?
Formal formations
were not much strong, only
formation say was Civil liberty
labour rights, like PUCL
(Peoples Union for Civil LibThe Movement of India

erties) or so. But movement
groups they didn’t come together in any formal sense till
late 90s, there were efforts,
since globalisation made
people think that you have to
come together. This was very
visible when agitations against
Dunkel Draft happened. However, coming together became
more powerful with the changing of international situations,
tremendous fight against the
neo-liberal capital in the
northern countries, against
WTO, World Bank, that inspired lots. Not that there
were no other movements going against in other countries.
In India, we had the famous
Narmada struggle which
started in the 80s and many
people were interested in supporting them but, the alliance
from Narmada did not really
come then, later in early 90s
that NAPM came.
In 1991, I was a part of
a labour movement. There was
a prominent new labour movement leader – Shankar Guha
Niyogi. Around him, a lot of
discussion and process started.
Since it was related to labour
movement, it was not very
safe and they did not want to
jump immediately into any formation. By 1991 when he died,
some process was getting matured but, his sudden death
disrupted the process. The experiment of CMM was a
unique process. Then it again
started after 2-3 years, when
some labour organisations
started coming together, espe6
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cially the unorganized
labours, migrant workers.
1990-1994 was a very bad time
for social movements because
of the mandir-masjid fight.
The whole atmosphere was
communalised. It was very
difficult to talk about other
things.
Many
social
organisations also got involved
in that anti-communal movement. So, most of the formations in a way came after 1995
only. After 93-94, we got involved again.
In 1995, we were a part
of National Centre for Labour
which is the first federation of
the unorganized workers
organisations in India. NAPM
also came at that time. Similarly, certain formations
started coming at the regional
level. In West Bengal, there
was this jute mill fight going
on and a lot of forums started
in support of that around
labour issues. The workers
wanted to take over the factory. Similar to Chattisgarh
Mukti Morcha in the 70s in
Jharkhand, Jharkhand Mukti
Morcha (JMM) came in being
with a single focus of demanding separate state for adivasis
but, it gradually lost momentum around 80s.
Between 1977 and
2000, there was a lot of upheaval going on but, coming
closer to the formation of a
radical alternative could not
happen. Everyone was working in their own areas but,
bringing everyone together

could not be carried out. It
needs a lot of time and energy.
Compared to the post-Emergency period in 70s when, most
of the activists and hence
movements had some political
origin and focussed on the
grassroots struggles and political organisation building, in
90s, there has been a shift to a
campaign and advocacy mode
focussing largely on policies.
A lot of NGOs have also
emerged since then, which has
changed the way social action
groups are now viewed and a
new vocabulary of campaign,
and advocacy has emerged. So,
we see people and movements
are coming together, but they
are not getting to a common
understanding. Do you see
some kind of pattern here?
The state always had
some or other organisations to
keep themselves connected to
the grassroot level and to diffuse / confuse movements
(even during British era) but,
in my opinion NGOs are not a
real obstacle for the movements to come together. It’s
just a lame excuse. I see problem is in perception and I
would again like to go back to
1977 and then it was not very
very clear if we wanted to
have a radical alternative to
this political system. At an individual or group level everybody understands and accepts
that. But when you think at
macro level, I believe it is the
regional issues which always
The Movement of India

take precedence for the activists and thats the real obstacle
in creating a radical platform
for radical transformation in
the society. I do not doubt
their sincerity but, it’s their
involvement in those issues
and their inability to look beyond, and that problem persists.
Regional issues are important, but when when you
talk of radical transformation
one has to go beyond that, especially in the era of
globalisation. The role of Capital has became so central all
around the globe. So, if we
talk of radical transformation
then we have to sacrifice some
of our regional commitments
and give time to it.
This could be very controversial but in my opinion
since our genesis is rooted in
the escapism, I talked earlier
also, remember that this route
of working at the regional
level issues was an escapism
that was prevalent among activists, very unfortunate. My
understanding is that in 1977
we could not form a radical
alternative since all the formation then were not adequate,
those in power or out of it. The
Left then had the space, but
they didn’t capture the moment. We see today, the people
who were very radical in 80s,
became very righteous. Not
that people didn’t struggle but
it happened at the regional
level, all the theory and thesis
7
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we had were unsuitable. To
me whole ML (MarxistLeninist) thesis is irrelevant
after 1975, but they think that’s
more important. Nobody
made an attempt to discuss
that. The Gandhians could not
accept that and didn’t create
something out of what Gandhi
said.
What are other problems?
Perceptions. We must
realise that all the social
groups or movements is coming together of various kinds
of people, and that itself is an
alliance. These groupings are
not based on a pure party ideology. Unless we understand
that we can’t move forward –
qualitatively and progressively. Regional issues have to
be connected to the national
problem. Every organisation
we have created is in the transitory period. Given the notions and training we have and
the understanding we have in
the Indian scenario, we tend
to
believe
that
the
organisation we have formed
is the final one. That I believe
is the biggest hindrance.

You have been part of bringing
together
various
organisations – NFFPFW was
one example and Sagharsh
(www.action2007.net) is another. But, some of these formations which were at a peak
at some point of time, did not
last for very long. How do you
reflect on this process of forming alliances?
Alliance building is a continuous process for the life of an
activist. So, yesterday’s alliance could be irrelevant today
and I have not regret for that.
My experience was very limited. In forest sector, we
formed a body at national
level. This was for a very practical reason because forest law
is a national law and solving
problems at the local level
would not solve it at the national level. All the policies,
acts are national acts. That inspired us to come together to
some kind of national alliance,
and globalisation and attack
on natural resources became
so critical that there was an
inherent reason for coming
together. But, forest is a very
diverse sector. There are dif-

The Movement of India

ferent notions, different backgrounds, different cultures,
etc. It was so difficult to bring
everyone together. It took us
7-8 years just to form the Forum and that was a forum, not
even a federation. I thoroughly enjoyed that experience. Even now, Forum is very
active and successful at the
regional level. When the Forest Rights Act came, the forum was very active at the
national level because the goal
was very simple and clear.
Now it should be more clearer
but, it so happens that the
goals are clear at the local level
but, not at national level which
is the primary reason we don’t
see the Forum to be as active
at the national level. I am very
worried about the lack of
strength of the organisation at
the national level and I am
sure, other colleagues are also
equally worried. We have not
been able to intervene effectively at the political level. The
political system is not governed by the local issues, but
by larger issues.
The second experience
‘Sangharsh’ was also very important, educative and encour-
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aging. Both experiences are
very related. The situation
demanded us to come together
and form alliance.
One important point
here is that when we talk
about alliances, we usually
talk about the alliances of the
leader. Initially it is the alliance of the leaders which is
gradually expected to transform to a mass alliance. I see
this transformation to people’s
alliance as the challenge.
Sangharsh process was very
different, there people came
together. And so, the challenge remains of making
people come together.
What are the key things you
see one needs to pay attention
to if one is thinking of building a mass / people’s alliance?
This alliance of leaders
and so many campaigns, if
they don’t transform to
people’s alliance, they fizzle
out with time as they become
incoherent and stop having
effect. All the regional movements consist of initiatives and
aspirations from many local
people. To bring them together is a very key question
and very challenging.
In the 70s, whatever
social / political movements
we had, the role of common
people was very passive. They
were not actively involved in
creating a program or leading
it. But nowadays, during the
last 20 years, the rise of
people’s protest by their own

initiative has been huge. In
every project we have found
that people are protesting,
with or without the support of
an organisation. Various new
kinds of formations among the
community have been taking
place. Any alliance building
people have to notice this. Today, without bringing those
local formations together, no
alliance will be feasible.
Sangharsh was one experiment which brought
people together. At JantarThe Movement of India

Mantar (in Delhi), people
turned up in thousands and it
was them who took up the
challenges and ran the show.
Some of my friends also ridiculed it as a road show. Before starting this, we did not
know how to continue for 2-3
weeks and we did not know
what to do. There was no logistical support, but, it went
on because of the people. We
could see in this process, the
emergence of new kind of
leadership from the youth
who were totally unexposed to
these things and were unaware of the problems. Neither were they known to others till then. But, they came out
very strongly in this process.
Two forces came in
very strongly in Sangharsh –
one is the community leadership and second is the young
generation activism which was
more in supporting than leading. Leaders of the movement
were in a different pedestal
then and unless we discuss
those issues we can’t form an
effective alliance.
In some of the alliances we
still see the absence of minorities or communities in the
leadership positions. What are
the measures you think we
will have to take?
I believe that people
will take over automatically.
We cannot design that. History teaches us that when
people take the initiative, they
change the dynamics between
9
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social relations and social
forces and they will change it
and decide. In fact, it would
be unwise for us to try to determine those processes. We
see recent examples of
localised powerful struggles in
Nandigram, Chengara, Rewa,
Sonbhadra or in Maharashtra
and you can see emergence of
local leadership, who speak in
different language which we
might not understand.
There I would say, probably
we still have the hangover of
70s that we need vanguards.
ML suffered from this, social
movements suffered from this.
The media and political leaders highlight different local
movements as the movements
of some leaders which is not
true. Even the leaders understand that and don’t claim either but that is the popular
perception. No point in arguing against it, people will
change it. Sangharsh was a
glaring example in front of us.
A lot of big leaders became insignificant and also insecure.
It’s history, nothing new. It
happened in national movement in India, all adivasi
movements, the leaders came
from unknown backgrounds.
I remember a famous quotation from Giuseppe Mazzini
(Italian revolutionary). When
he was asked to justify his absence from active politics, he
said “I am waiting for the unknown people, since every

Continued in page - 32....

NAPM has been in existence for
close to two decades now and
since its inception there has
been a constant endeavour to
build alliances. NAPM has
launched many programs in the
process, and after two decades
what do you think has been the
experience of making these
different alliances. Could you
trace the processes which led to
the formation of NAPM and
also some of the earlier
attempts at evolving national
alliances?
It all started with Harsud
Sammelan (September 28 1989)
in the Narmada Valley after a
collective desire emerged to
come together as an alliance.
Many of us went to different
states, held state and regional
meetings and felt that without
a larger alliance the whole issue
of destructive development
policies would not be
politicised. By politicisation we mean becoming a political
force to challenge the wrong policies, their enactment and
also the criminalisation and communalism in the political
process. So the event was a big hope because the slogan which
we gave “Vikas Chahiye Vinaash Nahi” was really taken up
and raised by everyone. Around 250 organisations
participated.
We got a number of supporters like Thakur Das Bung,
Sunder Lal Bahuguna, Baba Amte, Shabana Azmi, Swami
Agnivesh and others on the dais. It was a crowd of about
40-50,000 adivasis, dalits, shramiks, fishworkers, almost
everyone was represented. This clarified and strengthened
our concept of a national alliance.
The holistic vision was to effectively make a
difference. But later a small group due to a number of reasons
remained that could not take the process further. Some of us
remained outside because there were questions raised about
me dominating the process. I decided that someone else from
Narmada Bachao Andolan (NBA) would represent. Thus Jan
Vikas Andolan - the concept of not just Vikas (development)
but Jan Vikas (people’s development) came into being. The
The Movement of India
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idea was best summarised in
the song of Harsud, “...Deshit
ke naam par ...” and heard at
several places later.
This was also the time when
economic reforms were being
introduced, so what was the
response? What happened after
Jan Vikas Andolan didn’t take
off as expected?
After Jan Vikas Andolan (JVA)
became a bit stagnant we were
faced with the onslaught of
globalisation - liberalisation
policies through the Dunkal
draft, which was in public
domain for debate and the
Rath Yatra. Organisations in
JVA were all secular but the
divide between communal and

secular political parties or their
organisations came in the way
of clearly taking a position on
tackling the development
issues in a democratic way,
protecting human rights and
right to resources. It was very
necessary therefore to directly
face issues of casteismcommunalism on the one hand
and
globalisationliberalisation policies on the
other hand. And equally
important was the third pillar
of our vision, alternative
development policies, to bring
in creative strategies in terms
of linking of struggle to
reconstruction.
We had a meeting in
Bhopal, where a number of
Alliance organisations and
The Movement of India

people were represented, to
review the process after
Harsud. We felt the need was
of a continuous process, an
alliance to bring together like
minded forces to share,
reformulate
ideological
positions, to take certain
regional or national level
common actions on various
issues, and also support
individual struggles. The
alliance could also generate the
literature to promote new
thinking, broader visions and
inclusive strategies to appeal
not only to our cadres but to a
wider section of society. This
would mean not only being
restricted to our own
struggles which can be
crushed, but also appealing to
11
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the larger society of intellectuals and common
people, who are not necessarily a part of the
downtrodden disadvantaged sections. So this
was the expectation and with that the National
Alliance of People’s Movements (NAPM) name
was given to it.
We were very clear that this will remain
a process of forming an alliance, and that’s why
it was not given the name of an organisation
or an andolan. We held a number of meetings,
small meetings of the main representatives of
the organisations, and regional and state level
meetings right from the North-East to the
South. There was no attempt to form a
traditional organisational structure but rather
a conveners’ team kept functioning. We kept
discussing it and in December 1992 it was
formed just before the 6 December Babri event.
The first rally of NAPM was held in Delhi and
thousands of people gathered. We also
participated in several struggles that were at
their peak, like Narmada, Chilika and others.
Thereafter we decided to have a national tour
from 30 January - 30 March 1996, visiting about
55 places, and finally gathered in Sewagram,
where the formal structure of NAPM was
formed. It was felt that many of the real
national issues, corruption or communalism or
corporatized development, could be tackled by
this new kind of alliance. Earlier there were
issues specific conglomeration, for instance
around displacement issues or for a Forest Bill
in 1997, etc, but a comprehensive wider
ideological framework was this [NAPM].
With NAPM if comprehensiveness was
its strength then it was also the problem since
the situation was changing so fast. Everyone
had to give time, energy, inputs to their own
local struggles and then also build NAPM and
think at the national level, which was hard for
senior activists. Subsuming of their identity
within NAPM was also an issue. It was nice of
everyone that these questions didn´t escalate
into fights but some groups remained, some
left, some new ones joined. I personally feel
what was lacking was a good organisation
building exercise, which could be a process and
which also could be around a structure, and a
human cadre, although we did like having open
attendance in our convener´s meetings and not

having closed cadres the way political parties
did.
What were some of the key points of discussion
within the NAPM process?
One of the many things that started coming up
in the NAPM process, was about the
relationships of NGOs vis-à-vis people’s
movements. I remember extensive debates on
this and we decided to have a common biradari
(family) of people’s organisations. It was also
felt that NGOs are not necessarily statutory
but also people’s organisations representing
civil society’s perspectives if not the whole of
the civil society. And if their contribution is
complementary to the people’s movements,
then there shouldn’t be a problem in including
them in this biradari. We decided in the March
1996 Sewagram national convention, that any
organisation that accepts or supports the
people’s resolve should be accepted. We
originally categorized them differently because
we thought funding meant they will not be able
to become a part of the struggle, to take the
risk, to show the courage, to go against the
system, and to be with us in thick and thin.
But if they themselves can do this or are doing
this, then what is the problem.
About foreign funding there was lot of
discussion, but at the same time it was realized
that many movements get material or
structural, if not funding support of the foreign
funded organisations. This debate continues till
date. When annual / biennial conventions of
NAPM took place, those showed us while that
the number was growing with new arrivals,
yet some were leaving because these questions
made some people feel hurt and rethink their
role. Sometimes there were instances when
members of alliance would share a dias with
some communal organisation so that question
would be raised. I would however say that in
the core of NAPM remained the strong massbased movements whether it was fish-workers
or farmers.
We also realized one thing that when
you look at the members in the alliance coming
from various sectoral organisations, human
rights organisations, dalit organisations,
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farmers’ organisations, women’s
organisations,
developmentplanning related organisations, other
issue-based organisations, their
whole ideology as well as strategy
would obviously revolve around
that issue. Sometime, say, the
positions
taken
by
dalit
organisations on globalisationliberalisation would differ from
positions by women’s or farmer’s
organisations. So there remained a
cutting core circle, which would
take part of the ideology, part of the
strategy and part of the alliance, in
that particular sector. So as it
happened some dalit organisations
would take a position against
globalisation-liberalisation policies,
some human rights organisations
would go beyond the civil liberties
issues and human torture issues, and
would support the transfer of
resources which were in-turn
affecting the right to life and
livelihood, which were considered
as prime human rights by others. All
women’s organisations did not take
up position on the whole of
development planning and casteism
or the human rights of adivasis and
workers, all trade unions did not
take up the position. But some of the
farmers’ trade union, fish workers’
trade union, were with us saying
that we are with all unprotected workers, or
unorganized sector. All farmers’ organisations
may not see eye-to-eye with all agricultural
labour organisations while they may join us in
comprehensive ideological struggle. So these
crossovers were there and we accepted those,
some came, some went out, some went to the
periphery, but on the whole we felt that most
of the real struggling organisations felt a need
for support from NAPM.
How did the alliance move forward then?
This crosscutting of issues happened for long
and as some of the conveners were moving

more across the country, we
realized the need for another
national tour and a national urge
and action to follow. A lot of
discussion took place and we
decided that it should not only
remain a process - how long can
we do this when government and
capitalist forces were going ahead
and communal parties coming to
power - so we need an indefinite,
persevering and politicallyintervening national action
requiring not just a platform,
network or alliance, but a forceful
organisation, a movement. A
common movement with a
common organisation. We have in
our own movements basic
organisational structure, cadres,
etc, so the Desh Bachao Desh Banao
Andolan was thought of in 2003.
The response to the Desh Bachao
Desh Banao Andolan was
unprecedented and unique.
Everywhere,
even
all
opposition parties felt compelled
to come to us, our programs and
actions. In Palachimada, Kerala,
when we started, from Sarvodayis
to Marxists, Siddhraj Dhadha to
MA Baby, Achyutanandan (he
was not there personally but all his
people supported us) and many
others joined us in Trivendrum. In
Rajasthan again, professionals, activists,
various party people joined in, everywhere we
went as a core of senior activists from place to
place. Although all senior activists didn’t give
all the time, but sixty persons moved with me
to all places. They were young, new and had
the real thrill and were all ready to start a
national movement. We had the final
convention in Lucknow with Kishan Patnaik,
Swami Agnivesh, Thomas Kochery, and
everyone else there. We ended it in Ayodhya
to give a message. All dharmagurus also came.
But again I think we missed the time and that
moment in history, to rise to the occasion.
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But when the whole conveners’ team sat
together in Lucknow, consensus didn’t emerge.
Rather the decision taken in the meetings
before the tour was said to be not acceptable
to the alliance. So the Desh Bachao Desh Banao
name as such remained an event and some
people took the position that we must have the
National Alliance of People’s Movements
(NAPM) continue.
So, what do you think is the essence of an
alliance process?
The essence lies in transforming an alliance or
process into a political force. We categorically
said to those interested in electoral politics,
who saw this as a pre-requisite process, that
we don’t want to create a political party, but
rather a political movement. Those who were
not for it also said that this should continue let
us see how two categories of people came
together - those who were for the electoral
politics and those who were not. I personally
feel it was the personal dimension that came
in the picture. After this we wanted to have a
meeting and take some major decisions. Those
people who objected are not even active
anymore. People in a way felt betrayed in this,
because after Harsud some of us took the
questioning to heart and quietly kept aside that is also seen by some as betrayal, second
national tour also saw some betrayal and then
the third... yet people kept getting attracted
to NAPM kind of vision. That is why even
today NAPM is seen as a hope but it has not
become that strong a force that it could be.
But where else do you think alliance failed to
live up to the expectations?
We had the movements and even today we
have the movements who have reached up to
the WTO, World Bank. We participated in the
big rallies after massive mobilisations and even
organisations like Karnataka Rajya Raita Sangha
and other farmers’ movements felt that this
could be the alliance. However, enough
positive feelers didn’t come from the core group
and so they remained at the fringes. We held
number of shivirs (camps), where we held

discussion without coming in conflict on issues
which were contradictory to each other,
focussing on constructive work, alternative
development, plural nationalities, feminism,
environmentalism, natural-resources etc.
I think we have kept the flame burning
because there is a need, and meanwhile the
sectoral alliances have also grown.
In some states the alliance formed and
included tens of organisations, like in Bengal
for example, but it couldn’t have a strong jointmass action. In some states like Bihar, there
were some mass actions that were supported
and mass mobilization was taking place, but
there was no proper alliance building process
taking place. Meanwhile other alliances have
come up. Some of those are also the people that
have remained NAPM associates, if not allies,
or earlier allies.
So through the concept of Sangharsh in
2007 (www.action2007.net) emerged a more
accommodative larger alliance and also a larger
platform - not just a platform where people
come in, speak and go back, but an alliance
where the collective leadership, separate
identities but also an identity emerging out of
the collective, and comprehensive vision with
much wider linkage among the issues, sectors
and ideologies also evolve. It was slightly
different and conceived itself as having the
maximum common denominator.
What do you see are the challenges in building
such an overarching alliance or process
knowing the strengths and limitations of
existing alliances in current political and
economic times?
We would not like to build an organisation but
some minimum decision making structure and
process should be chalked out. Again the
challenge would be of common actions, either
same action at different places at the same time
or sometimes pulling our mass strength
together, if not nationally, then regionally.
There is also a challenge of avoiding ‘manabhed
(difference of hearts and minds)’ even if there
is ‘matabhed (difference of opinion)’ between
the common thinking, supportive unassuming
NGOs and movements, accepting the
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complementarity of roles, accepting that there
are cultural differences between different
organisations, whether based on salary,
lifestyles, sources of finance, or even strategic
activities. The challenge is of coming together
and remaining together despite difference of
opinion on electoral politics. One challenge is
also to break traditional sectoral boundaries
like the traditional trade unions not making
the effort to focus on unprotected unorganized
sector workers or farmers and agricultural
labourers or the environmentalists and naturalresource rights-based organisations. The
challenge would also be on how to engage the
larger civil society. Individuals, professionals,
lawyers, press / media persons, researchers,
academicians, as happened in the case of Singur
and Nandigram in Bengal, that is the inspiring
picture that we have in mind.
And when it comes to common action,
common strategy, where would the resources
come from - human and financial? Will the
individual movements share those resources?
Movements are already lacking in resources,
time, energy...
My own feeling is that the challenges that were
there two decades ago have become more
complex with the economic reforms and
corporations becoming more important, in such
a scenario do you see such an alliance
happening today?
I do think that many alliances really of the
people, by the people, for the people are
always striving for larger alliances. Even if not
everyone in the alliance feels this way,
sometime those who do understand they
should move ahead. Within NBA we have seen
that when we prepared lists of Thirty Six
demands, including demands related to
rehabilitation and also challenged and opposed
the project, not all of our supporters were ready
to come with us. But the people sometimes
understand much better than the leading
activists.
I have seen this in NBA itself where
some people were very upset with me giving
lots of time to national tours etc. which causes
long absences. It is like the woman looking after
the house and world outside, so compromises

are made, some trouble is given to others, but
also trouble is taken to oneself for playing the
double role, dual role. This kind of thing is
not understood by all but many understood it
and the common people if you ask them will
say that yes we all should be together, our issue
and their issue is the same. So, I do see such an
alliance emerging even today but it has to be
of people led alliances.
Do you see hope in time of this unfolding global
crisis?
Apart from the crisis itself being the hope and
opportunity, hope also lies in the maturity
emerging out of this great onslaught: the
changing character of the state – with electoral
politics on the one hand and armed repression
on the other; the shrinking space for nonviolent people’s movements which are
transformative and not just reformative; global
international forces; and persisting casteism
and communalism. This needs to be taken as a
challenge. Those who started excluding us
saying that ‘You are not participating in the
electoral politics, so you are showing yourself
to be apolitical’ have also realised how their
efforts have lost. Others meanwhile feel that
every effort should be tried and would not
condemn those entering into electoral politics.
It is also necessary to create a new conceptual
form of politics – that new form of political
consciousness where individual citizens, small
civil society groups and large people’s
movements could participate. That is how
politics is to be generally practised.
We should have an alternative symbol
of participation, not just symbolic but also
action oriented. For that a platform should be
created that is de-centralized and at the same
time have a national umbrella like support that
we consider as broadly political regardless of
the narrow definition of politics as electoral.
Some participate in electoral politics, some may
not. Electoral politics is not always about taking
the real political position on people´s issues –
without the people’s participation which makes
the process popular, there can be no democracy.
Speaking of democracy, many parties don’t
follow democracy within their own party nor
in the states or local bodies where they are in
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power. So we want a real
democratic forum to come up
at every level and the real
concept of local selfgovernance which is in the
panchayati raj should be based
on local self-reliance. This
doesn’t mean we exclude
internationalism.
The
internationalism with dignity
with which UN was conceived
not one dominated or
proposed by Corporations and
not based on the false
divisions of developed, not so
developed or least developed
societies.
We need a forum
committed to values, like
peace, like sovereignty of the
people within the nation state,
space and role for the various
sections of populations, across
the world and within the
country that needs to be
consciously included within
the processes of governance
like adivasis in India or the
blacks in USA or Kurdish in
Turkey and minorities,
religious minorities and so on.
So that can be the real United
Nations.
What is the alternative you see
which will encompass the
vision you just talked about
at national level?
Within the country we would
like to have the forum like the
Jan
Sansad
(People’s
Parliament). This will be
opposed to the current flawed
and fraudulent electoral
process controlled by the
money-mafia-muscle market
that uses politicisation of caste
or communalism as its
weapons. This kind of thing

will really draw in an
alternative to the whole
political system.
We have to also
specify our positions with
respect to the policies that are
coming in, the enactments, the
revolutionary and radical
electoral reforms that we
want, the armed struggle visà-vis the other movements, the
denouncing of the state’s
violence and state’s onslaught,
and the flawed policies that are
more violent than even the
armed struggle by certain
sections etc. We need to draw
the solutions to fresh
problems. The strength should
not be just bringing one and
one and making it two, but
going beyond that and
making it twenty. Because
take all the women in it,
including the homemakers,
like the spiritual leaders do,
they don’t divide. We are also
addressing the issues of
humanity, so why should we
worry about divisions and
create new divisions while
denouncing some existing
divisions. So we will have to
consider each human being,
not along lines of citizenship
or possession of identity
cards, as the unit or our
contributing soul. So it will be
a human and humane
organisation at the same time,
and the social, political,
economical agenda will be
evolved and disseminated. I
think this kind of jan-sansad can
form the new core strategy of
our alliance. And we can have
that banner everywhere,
irrespective of whether we
have our own organisation’s
The Movement of India

banners and cadres, for
everyone to see.
It is high time we end
the focus on process based
forums and come to some
conclusions and actions. First
action will be to formulate and
accept this as a common
concept. And then hold
actions all over the country,
whether a single national tour
or ten jan-sansads, to be seen
as a forceful alternative to
electoral process, to create the
confidence among the people
and ourselves to deal with the
problems. For example with
the downstream upstream
river concept like in Kaveri, the
best solution is to have people
to people dialogue, or even on
Indo-Pak. But then who will
take the initiative? There is no
Gandhi today, nor JP (Jai
Prakash Narayan). So we need
collective leadership coming
out of the alliances with some
supporters who are committed
to this collectivity and are
ready to toil for them. With a
lot
of
participating
organisations and individuals,
our action strategy should go
from individual to national. So
some people would have to sit
down and really plan
something that will not be an
end in itself, and shall always
be open to change and all that.
But if some such proposal
comes up, in the upcoming
meeting of the alliances, I
think we will take a great step
or even a leap forward.
Madhuresh Kumar is NAPM
activist and editorial member of
The Movement of India.
kmadhuresh@gmail.com
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The contents of the Nuclear Liability Cap Bill, to be tabled in the current parliamentary
session, lures US corporates with a maximum liability, in case of a nuclear accident, of a
mere Rs. 500 crores. The total liability of the government contained in the bill is about
Rs. 2,000 crores – which will be borne primarily by the tax payers.

A

s India hurtles itself into a mad race – a blind develop-

ment race to reach the forefront with the already ‘developed’
and globalised nations, certain things are becoming eminently
clear. India is willing to give a lot, give up a lot, to be allowed
this participation. It is willing to give up its land, rivers, oceans,
its forests and its minerals, the historical and cultural riches –
it is also willing to give up its people. It will give up all that is
precious and valuable to outside interests – to become one of
them. And the latest in this ‘alms giving’ is our Nuclear Liability Cap Bill – an offering to invite, ingratiatingly, outside corporations to come and expand our domestic nuclear program
– more than 10 fold over the next two decades – without
having to bear any significant liability. The operators of this
program – the Indian Government – would bear the primary
costs of a nuclear disaster – weep for the dead, throw pittance at the living, put up with the genetically mutated, sweep
away the toxic and lethal damages under the rug – after all, it
has had plenty of practice coping with the Union Carbide disaster in Bhopal!
It does not matter that our solar potential is enormous
– sufficient for all our projected energy needs; the wind capacity along our shorelines greatly in excess of our expanded
nuclear energy goals; small scale micro hydels along our innumerable rivers still a barely explored potential, as also the
green bio-energy options. Furthermore, these are all renewable, environmentally friendly energy sources that offer safe
energy alternatives, decentralized production and usage, and
The Movement of India

are at a much lower overall cost
in meeting our growing energy
needs.
The very premise of
privatization is one of cutting
costs and maximizing profits.
This is especially dangerous
when considering privatization
of our nuclear sector – as our
Bhopal experience amply
shows. Despite this, let’s explore how desperate our Government is, to have external
and private nuclear corporations set up our domestic
nuclear energy facilities. The
contents of the Nuclear Liability Cap Bill, to be tabled in the
current parliamentary session,
lures US corporates with a
maximum liability, in case of a
nuclear accident, of a mere Rs.
500 crores. The total liability of
the government contained in
the bill is about Rs. 2,000 crores

Continued in page 24
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This release from Environment Support Group
(ESG) argues that Civil Liability of Nuclear
Damage Bill Compromises Absolute Liability
as USEPA finances a Race to the Bottom that
belittles Indian life and environment.

T

he move by the Government of India to
enact the Civil Liability of Nuclear Damage
Law has rightly caused a great deal of concern in the Parliament and across Indian society. The effort to cap the maximum liability
to the operator in the event of a nuclear accident in a nuclear power plant to a maximum
of Rs. 500 crores (US $ 100 million), is nothing
short of an outrageous effort that belittles
Right to Life in India and trivialises costs involved in compensating the largely irreversible damage to property and environment.
This sets a precedent for whittling away the
absolute liability regime now in force, and
could well serve in undermining compensatory efforts due to a variety of other hazardous and potentially irreversible impacts such
as by industrial disasters and genetic cont
a
m
i
n
a
t
i
o
n
.
Two significant compensation efforts
over the past week reveal the shocking nature of this effort to cap civil liability, a move
seemingly aimed at protecting foreign nuclear
establishments keen to invest in India. In a
landmark development, a nine-member expert
panel headed by Addl. Chief Secretary of
Kerala K. Jayakumar, has quantified the socioeconomic damages caused due to soil and water pollution by Hindustan-Coca Cola Beverages Ltd at Plachimada, Palakkad Dt., at Rs.
200 crores. In an another compensation to
workers affected by secondary impacts
through dust pollution in the collapse of the
World Trade Centre, New York, the US $ 657
million (Rs. 3000 crores) awarded is being conThe Movement of India
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demned as disgustingly low.
Taking this into account, ESG’s representation to
Dr. Manmohan Singh, Hon’ble
Prime Minister of India, urges
him to first subject the Nuclear
Bill to widespread, deep and
deliberate nation-wide public
consultations, and then table
it for discussion and debate in
the Parliament. In this context,
ESG has brought to the attention of the Prime Minister a
Request for Proposal issued
by United States Environment
Protection Agency wherein
any international non-profit
organisation can bid for a
grant amounting to US $
500,000/- to implement
the
following
goal:
”The first activity that the selected recipient should undertake is the organization of a
workshop with a cross-section
of Indian stakeholders and
experts to facilitate a dialogue
concerning the establishment
of environmental civil judicial
authority in India. This dialogue should be preceded by
an analysis, to be developed
by EPA, of India’s current and
relevant statutory provisions,

with a discussion of their interpretations and application
in civil cases, as well as specific recommended changes to
the Indian Constitution or environmental statues/regulations that are necessary to establish
civil
judicial
authorities.” We have submitted that the intent of this funding appears to be one of moving India away from its present
strong absolute liability regime which was brought into
effect in the Oleum Gas Leak
case by the Hon’ble Supreme
Court wherein it stated held
that “ the measure of compensation .....must be co-related to
the magnitude and capacity of
the enterprise because such
compensation must have a deterrent effect. The larger and
more prosperous the enterprise, the greater must be the
amount of compensation payable by it for the harm caused
on account of an accident in the
carrying on of the hazardous
or inherently dangerous activity
by the enterprise.”
We have drawn the Prime
Minister’s attention to the possibility “that such financing of

projects amounts to interference with the sovereignty of
India” as they are directed at
proposing “changes in Indian
legal system, initiated at the
instance of a foreign entity and
are being sponsored with foreign funds.”
The representation also urges
that such law changing initiatives have to be reviewed “..in
light of the fact that the country is also seized with another
important question relating to
the promotion of genetically
modified foods, which is a
technology fraught with
equally significant and irreversible risks like in the
nuclear industry.” In that
sense, “the manner in which
invisible hands may be at
work gives little room for
complacency, especially considering the secrecy and the
rush with which these Bills are
being rushed through,” particularly considering that
mega transnational corporations are the main beneficiaries
of such liability caps.
A copy of the representation
made to the Prime Minister,
the RFP of USEPA and the
Civil Liability of Nuclear Damage Bill, 2010 can be accessed
at
www.esgindia.org.
Leo F. Saldanha is Coordinator –
ESG.
leo@esgindia.org
Bhargavi S. Rao is Coordinator
(Education)
ESG
Sunil Dutt Yadav is an Advocate
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The questions being asked are – What could be the impact of eating brinjals that are constantly producing pesticides?

L

ate last year I received a
most unexpected letter from
the Department of Biotechnology (DBT) with a cheque enclosed for Rs 6000! It had been
close to 30 months since my
first application for the safety
data on GM food crops like
brinjal, rice, lady finger submitted to the DBT under the
RTI Act 2005. The DBT was
reluctant to share the data as
they argued that disclosing
this data to the public would
be disadvantageous for the
corporations developing the
Genetic Engineering technology – in this case American
agrochemical giant Monsanto
and its Indian partner Mahyco
seeds. After studying the implications and potential risks
and hazards for GM crops, the
Central Information Commission directed the department
to disclose the data in public

interest. Mahyco moved the
matter to high court where the
case dragged on.
In August 2008, the
Genetic Engineering Approval
Committee (GEAC) decided
to post the entire data on its
website following a decision
taken in its 85 th meeting,
where it was documented that
none of the data that the companies have marked confidential deserves to be considered
as confidential and must be
available to public. More than
a year later the DBT send me
this cheque for denial of information!
This case amongst others helped drag the issue of development of GE food crops
from the mystified comfort of
research laboratories and scientist forums to consumer and
farmer forums and onto the
street. Consumers asserted
that they could not be treated
The Movement of India

as labrats while organic farmers demonstrated higher quality and safer food crops
through traditional practices
and the aam junta plainly refused to have to accept a technology that they knew very
little about.
Genetically
Engineered (GE) crops are different from those that occur naturally as they are created in
laboratories by inserting
genes with desired characteristics from one organism to
another. This happens in nature too but only within the
same species. GE attempts to
cross that boundary. The effects are unknown and could
be potentially hazardous to
the environment and human
health. In the case of Bt Brinjal
a gene from a bacterium commonly known as “Bt” is inserted into a brinjal plant. The
gene produces a pesticide that
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can kill the fruit and shoot
borer – a common pest that
attacks brinjal plants. The
questions being asked are –
What could be the impact of
eating brinjals that are constantly producing pesticides?
While genetic engineering
brinjal could there be new
chemicals produced that have
other side effects like allergies?
What could be the impacts of
this pesticide on useful insects
in the soil and the general
biodiversity?
While tests to satisfy
some of these questions are
being attempted, they are far
from satisfactory as the tests
are being conducted by the
same company that produces
and markets GE crops and is
regulated by scientists in the
DBT who also stand to gain
from the approval of GE crops.
After obtaining the data from
the GEAC on the safety tests
on Brinjal we at Greenpeace
commissioned a peer review
study by Pr. Gilles-Eric
Seralini, University of Caen,
France and President of the
Scientific Council of the Committee for Independant Research and Information on
Genetic Engineering. For nine
years Seralini was involved
with GMOs evaluation and
was an expert for the committee for European re-assessment of biotechnologies. The
scientific assesment report
concludes with the following
statement :
‘After analyses of all the
present results and their insufficiencies, it is concluded that in
this file there are numerous side

effects described after Bt brinjal
consumption. Bt brinjal cannot be
considered as safe. The agreement
for Bt brinjal release into the environment, for food, feed or cultures, may present a serious risk
for human and animal health and
the release should be forbidden.’
To answer the question – who benefits from the
technology and how, we must
attempt to redefine GE crops.
Genetic Engineering is a process by which a common property community owned resource (here the brinjal seed)
is converted into a commodity (Genetically engineered
brinjal that can attack the fruit
and shoot borer) that can be
traded. When Bt Cotton was
introduced in India in 2002, a
packet of Bt Cotton (450 gms)
cost Rs. 1600 as compared to
non Bt Cotton that cost Rs 450500. Of this Rs. 1200 off every
packet was going as royalties
to Monsanto. In the west, seed
corporations get into a license
agreement with farmers who
opt for their GE seeds.
Monsanto has filed 90 lawsuits
against American farmers (a
breach of contract or farmers
engaged in patent infringement) in 25 states that involve
147 farmers and 39 small businesses or farm companies. In
India the patent infringement
cost is built into the seed cost.
A body called the ISAAA was
set up at the time Bt Cotton
was approved. On the face of
it ISAAA looks like an NGO
that promotes GE crops but
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their website shows that they
are funded by all the
agribusiness corporations and
are used as a front to set up
domestically suited licensing
agreements in developing
countries.
The recent spate of
“public hearings” organized
by Jairam Ramesh was a result
of intense pressure from
farmer unions and civil society. While there is a lot to be
desired about the inclusiveness of the process, it helped
bring the issues around GE
crops into media headlines
and people’s living rooms.
Jairam Ramesh has bought
himself and the anti- GE
movement some time by disallowing the approval of Bt
Brinjal. The real need of the
hour is not just to challenge the
regulatory process and invest
in more safety studies but to
challenge the industrial model
of agriculture. This relies on
toxic chemicals and synthetic
fertilizers that strip the soil of
its fertility, reduce natural systems of pest control, and
threaten the biological diversity of our crop plants with
contamination by genetically
engineered varieties.
The need of the hour is to shift
to a new paradigm of ecological farming that ensures
healthy farming and healthy
food for today and tomorrow.
- Divya Raghunandan is GE campaigner with Greenpeace, India.
draghuna@dialb.greenpeace.org
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T

he Land Acquisition Act

(LAA) (1894) is India’s primary legal tool for dispossessing people of their land for the
sake of capital accumulation.
This act has only increased in
importance in the post-liberalization era as capital has
flooded into industry, real
estate, infrastructure, and
mineral extraction, all increasing the pressure to commodify
land and expropriate it from
the direct producers. However, using the land acquisition act to accomplish this task
has run into problems. The
fierce resistance of ordinary
people to state-sponsored dispossession in villages across
the country has put the state
and capital on the defensive,
creating anxieties about
whether farmer resistance

will become a major brake on
the motor of capital accumulation. It is in this context that
the state has decided to reformulate its role in acquiring
land and revise the LAA and
introduce the Resettlement
and Rehabilitation (R&R) Bill.
These amendments, while
seemingly introduced to appease the critics of land acquisition in the wake of
Nandigram, will in fact solve
a problem for capitalists by
making it easier for them to
get land. Resisting these
amendments is thus one of the
most urgent task facing
people’s movements today.
Liberalization and the demand for land
The rapidly expanding demand for land under India’s
neoliberal regime has been
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confronted with farmers and
others who are unwilling to
supply it. This has led to a proliferation of small wars across
the Indian countryside, most
recently dramatized by the
controversy over SEZs. A
large number of SEZs and
other projects remain stalled
or have been scrapped because of their inability to acquire land. All this has the
state and capitalists scared that
their grand ambitions will
flounder for lack of this key
resource.
This fear is evident in
the overwhelming chorus
among capitalists, government
functionaries, and the mainstream press that India must
do something to “rationalize”
its land acquisition laws. While
acquiring farmers’ lands for
large private corporations is
politically risky for the state,
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it is clear that it cannot entirely
avoid doing so if it wishes to
continue with its neoliberal
economic model. As one SEZ
executive told me in an interview, a state role in land acquisition is “absolutely necessary.” While companies could
acquire some portion of the
land themselves, there will always be holdouts who will
prevent contiguity and drive
up the cost of land. Moreover,
under the current legal framework, challenges in court—often taking years to resolve in
India’s backlogged courts—
can indefinitely delay projects
even if they are ultimately resolved in the state’s favor
(which they typically are).
When many crores of rupees
are already invested in a
project, such delays can be prohibitively expensive, threatening the viability of projects.
This uncertainty, in turn,
scares potential investors. The
elite consensus is thus clear:
something must be done if the
availability of land is not to
become a constraint on India’s
neoliberal model of development.
Ironically, it was the
Nandigram resistance and the
uproar that followed which
provided the opportunity for

the reworking of the land acquisition framework required
by capital. In a sort of political
jujitsu, through which an
opponent’s momentum is used
to your own advantage, the
Indian state has proposed legal and policy changes that,
while appearing to respond to
the critics of land dispossession, will in fact make it easier
for the government to acquire
land for private accumulation.
The LAA and R&R Bills
The shortcomings of the LA
(Amendment) Bill and the
R&R Bill have been thoroughly
brought to light in these pages
and extensively criticized and
resisted by NAPM movements, so I will not rehash
them all here. However, I will
focus on what seems to be the
most regressive and dangerous element of these bills—and
the real motivation behind
them—which is their apparent
intention to remove challenges
to land acquisition from the
courts and place them within
the hands of bureaucrats. The
most important way this will
be accomplished is the effective expansion of the definition of public purpose contained in the “70:30 clause.”
While the state will no longer
be able to acquire 100% of the
land required by a private
company, if the company acquires 70% of the land (and
this could include gifted state
land), the state will step in and
acquire the rest if it is considered “useful to the general
public.” Nowhere is it explained how and with what
criteria it will be determined
The Movement of India

if a project is “useful” and
what defines “the general public.” The definition is so vague
as to be meaningless and unenforceable, making challenges to projects on the
ground of “public purpose”
impossible.
The intention behind
these changes to the definition
of “public purpose” also becomes clearer when read
alongside the authority that
the new R&R bill would give
to a vast resettlement and rehabilitation bureaucracy. For
example, the bill states that it
will be in the hands of a National Development and Resettlement and Rehabilitation
Commission to, among other
things, assess “the validity of
requests for public purpose.”
Moreover, an ombudsman appointed by the state government will have the power to
“dispose of all petitions relating to resettlement and rehabilitation.” It thus appears that
what these bills will really accomplish is to greatly diminish the ability of potential
oustees to challenge the
premise of projects in court
and limit their resistance to
individual administrative
grievances. This rationalization of dispossession will reduce the costs and uncertainty
that legal challenges present to
capital and ease the minds of
investors. In the process, it will
facilitate dispossession and
reduce avenues for resistance.
The political challenge
The main leverage of people’s
movements resisting dispossession is that they currently
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have the land that capitalists
want and that they can create
significant political and legal
hassles for those trying to acquire it. While the other side
clearly has the money and
power, a war of attrition over
land acquisition is also very
costly for them financially.
Moreover, capitalists hate uncertainty and this is a point of
leverage that people’s movements can exploit. For example, even if the SEZ Act
stays on the books, people’s
resistance to land acquisition
can create enough legal and
political headaches for developers to make SEZs financially
unviable and scare off future
investors. This is clearly what
capitalists and the state fear,
and this fear is what is motivating these bills. But if the
bills pass, the leverage of
people’s movements to resist
all forms of dispossession will
be greatly diminished.
This is a historic opportunity to alter the Land
Acquisition Act—a law so central to so many people’s
struggles against dispossession—at a time when the state
is clearly on the defensive. If
these amendments pass, they
will shape the terrain on which
anti-dispossession struggles
occur for the forseeable future.
Building a national campaign
against the LAA Amendent
and R&R Bill should thus be a
top priority for all those who
want to stop the corporate
enclosure of people’s lands
and resources.
- Mike Levien is a graduate student in Sociology at the University of California-Berkeley.
mlevien@berkeley.edu

From Page 17

Desperate to
Nuclearise ?

When th ere are no
checks written into the
system to force responsibility in case of failures?
And, who decides that
this energy is an unavoidable, necessary option to meet our national
energy needs? Shouldn’t
larger democratic processes be involved, with
public education and debates in open forums - to
explore this issue ?
– which will be borne primarily by the tax payers. To put
these numbers in perspective,
the total (maximum) compensation of Rs. 2,000 crores provided in the Bill equals that
paid out by Union Carbide
for Bhopal disaster! Those
injured in this chemical disasThe Movement of India

ter received a one time compensation of a mere Rs.
25,000 – insufficient to meet
even their annual medical expenses! Now we are talking
of liabilities for a nuclear and
not a chemical disaster, and
for a future event as compared to the Bhopal crisis,
already 25 years in our
nation’s past. So what madness is this? What do we, as
a nation, gain with our expanding nuclear program?
What is the incentive that the
private nuclear providers
will supply safe and foolproof systems – when there
are no checks written into the
system to force responsibility in case of failures? And,
who decides that this energy
is an unavoidable, necessary
option to meet our national
energy needs? Shouldn’t
larger democratic processes
be involved, with public education and debates in open
forums - to explore this issue?
Isn’t it time we asked some
real and tough questions of
our Government? Isn’t it time
we demanded and accepted,
only rational answers? And
only one answer makes
sense. This bill will only
throw crumbs to compensate
victims of a future nuclear
disaster – smaller and smaller
crumb with each passing decade. It is time that we rejected this ridiculous and
damning bill – outright!
- Arati Chokhsi is a concerned
citizen and a member of People’s
Union of Civil Liberties (PUCL),
Karnataka.
aratichokshi@gmail.com
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A

t the time when the move-

ment for the State of
Telangana reaches its peak,
and even as the leaders of this
movement craft the contours
of this state that is one step
towards liberating the people
of this region from a history
of economic, political and cultural oppression, it is important to think about which way
we would like to go. As somebody who believes in
Telangana statehood, not as
part of a general argument
about the efficacy of smaller
states alone, but as indispensable to the dignity of the region, I raise these questions
with the aim of pushing for a
greater democratization of the
movement. There are unre-

solved issues that need to be
addressed and there are leaders of integrity, with a radical
vision and political astuteness
like
Kondandram
and
Ratnamala, who have the capacity to take difficult questions on board and turn them
into strengths.
One pillar for the demand for a separate Telangana
is the fact of economic hegemony and the appropriation of
the assets in Telangana by the
ruling classes and business interests in Andhra. Indeed
what sets the Telangana movement apart is the fact that it is
led by persons with a proven
commitment to civil liberties
and human rights. This is in
stark contrast to the Samaikya
Andhra movement. This however, is only the starting point.
Having a leadership with a so-
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cialist vision in a region, which
has seen the worst forms of
feudalism and continues to
grapple with the worst forms
of caste discrimination and
exploitation of adivasi communities, it becomes imperative
to outline the economic contours of the new state.
What sets Telangana apart
from other “small states” is
that six decades ago, it witnessed the armed struggle
against imperialist and feudal
forces; three decades ago it
provided the epicentre of the
most vibrant civil liberties
movement in the country.
What sets Telangana apart as
well, is not just that the Marxist Leninist resistance to the
state attained its most powerful and most creative forms
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here, but importantly that the
most trenchant critique of the
patriarchal bases of MarxistLeninism came from this region
in the aftermath of the Emergency, leading to the formation of the first autonomous
women’s rights groups in the
country in the mid 1970s.
The history of the Telangana
region is a history of political
radicalism and resistance to
forces of conservatism across
the board – ranging from fundamentalism and feudalism to
authoritarian “democracy” to
dogmatic and patriarchal communism. It is this history of
Telangana that will set the
new state apart. At a time
when global capitalism has
eaten into our economies and
our lives, Telangana having
paid a particularly heavy price,
we need to draw on our history of political radicalism and
set out the non-negotiables –
resistance to virulent capitalism and discrimination being
an important part of state
policy. The opposition to economic inequality and hegemony that provides the primary justification for the
emergent state must travel its
full course and draw an irreversible roadmap for the equitable distribution of resources.
The second pillar of the demand for a separate Telangana
is the fact of cultural hegemony. Culturally, what sets
Telangana apart is its composite culture and the strong presence of the Deccani language
till recently not a language spoken by Muslims alone, but increasingly becoming so; and

the presence of a strong and
visible Muslim community.
In the aftermath of Gujarat,
the state’s war on terror and
Hindu nationalist propaganda
has driven a deep wedge of
mistrust and exclusion – Muslim youth in Hyderabad [the
heart of Telangana] becoming
targets of suspicion, illegal arrests and detention. Sixty
years ago, this region witnessed a historic struggle
against imperialist-feudalcapitalist-communal forces,
and forged a common identity
based on shared values of justice and equity. In recalling
that struggle, we need to ask
ourselves what conscious measures we have taken in crafting our struggle to give voice
to minorities – voice and visibility can only be effective
through shared leadership.
And in this we need to move
beyond a token presence of the
mandatory “minority representative” in the leadership.
The meetings must address
not merely the Telugu-speaking people of Telangana but
the Urdu-speaking people as
well, a sizeable section. We
can scarcely forget that
Telangana will be a bilingual
state – with Telugu and Urdu
as official languages with
equal focus.
Speaking of feudal and cultural
domination, the central focus
of the Telangana struggle was
the liberation of women from
violent subjugation. And the
participation of women in this
struggle is historic – Mallu
Swarajyam and Chityala
Ailamma continue to be
widely revered icons. Three
decades later, Telangana,
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Adivasis
of
the
Telangana region have
a history of resistance
against all forms of hegemony and today continue to provide vital
support for the movement.
more specifically Hyderabad,
was the centre of the emergence of the autonomous
women’s movement which
put the articulation of women’s
rights in place nationally – the
agenda that was drawn up
then continues to influence
public policy and party politics
across the board even today.
As progressive women who
support the demand for the
Telangana state, we act in the
faith that this leadership,
given its stated commitment
to democratic ideals and equal
citizenship will exercise duty
of care in matters as important
as this. It is time now for us
to look around us and ask,
where are the women leaders?
That women, equally with
men are the architects of this
movement, there is no doubt.
What needs a second look,
however, is what is the space
women occupy in the official
26
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deliberations on state formation? While it may be argued,
rather simplistically, that nobody obstructs women’s elevation to leadership, or even
their entry into the political
arena, the more pertinent
question has to do with how
women’s leadership is being
enabled and built consciously
on equal terms with men.
Adivasis of the Telangana region have a history of resistance against all forms of hegemony and today continue to
provide vital support for the
movement. This is a struggle
that goes back at least to the
early 1940s, when Gonds under the leadership of
Komaram Bheem fought state
repression. In the present context, across different adivasi
communities in the region, the
Telangana movement has seen
the emergence of adivasi leadership at different levels. Dialogues with adivasi communities in this region have demonstrated their unswerving
support for a separate state.
Over the past several decades,
especially in Independent India there have been concerted
struggles waged by these communities in different parts of
the state for control over resources and land as well as
struggles against forced displacement. Adivasis of this
region were the first to define
the meaning of self-rule, building it around control over resources, knowledge and culture. We have often spoken
of the resources in the
Telangana region. Since these
resources – coal, water, minerals, forests – are an inalienable part of the homelands of

the Gond, Koya, Kollam,
Nayakpodu, Chenchu and
other tribes, decisions on resource utilization must be a
matter of adivasi self determination, because a failure on
this count will amount to
recolonisation.
Within Adivasi communities, importantly, there is
a diversity of location, identity
and experience that has been
central to any dialogue or contestation on their rights. This
dialogue and contestation is
one that characterizes every
vulnerable community – the

representative – and the burden of ensuring that this movement strikes a different path
is on the progressive civil liberties leaders in the movement. It is well within the
realm of the possible because
the social and intellectual base
that supports the movement is
its strength. At this time we
need to move beyond assuming that representation will
follow after the struggle has
achieved its goal, because representation, for us is a defining component of the goal itself.

Over the past several decades, especially in Independent India there have been concerted struggles waged by these communities in different parts of the state for control over resources
and land as well as struggles against forced displacement.
specific situation of Telugu
Muslims, the need for Madiga
reservation, the situation of
dalit and muslim women and
the specific experience of different adivasi communities in
the region.The agenda for
Telangana is born out of the
lives and struggles of diverse
communities in the region.
The leadership of the struggle
must give voice to the contribution of these diverse constituencies in order to be truly
The Movement of India

Kalpana Kannabiran is
Professor of Sociology at
NALSAR University of Law,
Hyderabad, India and founder
member of a women’s collective,
Asmita Resource Centre for
Women where she coordinates research and legal outreach for
women. This article is the result
of discussions between the author,
Sagari Ramdas and N.
Madhusudhan and presents a
shared perspective
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Quota for women in
legislature will unleash
new social dynamics,
even i f it doesn’t
immedi ately resolve
gender inequality.

A

fter being passed in the

Rajya Sabha, the Women’s
Reserva tion Bill (WRB) yet
again seems to have hit an
impasse, with its future
uncertain.
To understand the
politics of the Women’s Bill, it
is necessary to go beyond the
rhetorical postures adopted
by the political camps
supporting and opposing it.
The events following the

passing of the Bill in the Rajya
Sabha suggest that there is
more to the politics of the
WRB than meets the eye. The
Congress milked maximum
mileage for the Rajya Sabha
having passed the Bill — but
is now once again talking of
‘consensus’ on the issue (the
very same catch phrase which
was used to stall it for the past
14 years). UPA allies Mamata
Banerjee and Sharad Pawar
have expressed sympathy with
The Movement of India

the Bill’s opponents; the BJP
too is now claiming an ‘open
mind’ on the WRB; and
various formulae to dilute the
33
percent reservation
provision are doing the
rounds.
If the commitment of
the Congress and the BJP on
enacting the WRB is suspect,
how much substance can there
be in the arguments of those
opposed to it? Does the
women’s quota indeed
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represent a threat to political
representation of oppressed
and backward castes?
In the first place, we
must note that provision has
already been made in the Bill
for 33 percent quota for
women within the existing 22
percent SC/ST quota. Even if
the Bill is passed in its present
form, it will ensure at least 40
SC/ST women MPs in
Parliament (much more than
present Lok Sabha’s 17).
Muslims are indeed
severely under-represented in
Parliament
and
most
Assemblies. While the quotawithin-quota for Muslim
women can be considered
sympathetically, the politically
motivated attempts to pit the
question
of
women’s
representation against that of
minority representation are
not only baseless, but in fact
mischievous.
The question of quotawithin-quota for OBC women
is complicated by the fact that
there is no existing OBC quota
at any level in representative
institutions. Even in Bihar,
where the state government
headed by Sharad Yadav’s
JD(U) has instituted 50 percent
quota
for
women
in
panchayats, there is a quotawithin-quota for women from
SC/STs and Most Backward
Castes (MBCs), not for OBCs
as such.
Without the aid of
reservation,
OBC
representation in Assemblies
and Parliament has increased
to form a sizeable contingent,
proportional with their
representation
in
the
population. That is why the

demand for an OBC quota has
never arisen, unless in context
of the WRB. Opponents of the
Bill have argued that
privileged upper caste women
will steal a march over
deprived OBC women, and
that is how the Congress and
BJP hope to reverse the postMandal OBC assertion in
politics. Experience does not
provide much basis for such
fears: in the 14th Lok Sabha,
of the 50 women MPs, 30
percent (15) were of the OBC
category. In other words, once
given
a
chance,
the
performance of OBC women in
electoral politics seems to
match those of OBC men.
Closer examination,
however, suggests that the
anti-Bill camp has no
principled stand on the
question of the quota-withinquota for oppressed castes and
minorities. The debate over
the WRB has seen a spate of
sexist
rhetoric
against
women’s
political
representation: witness Laloo
Yadav’s proud boast that
“India is a male dominated
country” and wives, including
his own would vote in keeping
with husbands’ diktats, or the
spectre conjured up by
Mulayam of a Parliament that
will be emptied of men within
15 years. This misogynistic
bluster is not an elemental
male rant: it has a calculated
political purpose. In the bid to
counter
the
Congress’
ascendancy and consolidate
the support of certain social
sections, a plank of patriarchal
rhetoric against the Women’s
Bill is a handy tool.
It has been argued that
The Movement of India

We know that in terms of
how power operates in society the idea that we are
free and equal as individuals is a fiction. All
kinds of hierarchies of
gender, caste and class
characterise the operations of power, and in a
healthy polity these need
to be redressed.

the Bill presents no ‘tangible
benefits’ for women and
society. A century ago, the
socialist women’s movement
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in Europe and America had no
illusions about the ‘benefits’ of
bourgeois parliamentary
politics, but they nevertheless
made universal adult suffrage
a key demand of the
International Women’s Day
protests. Scepticism about the
limits of parliamentary politics
cannot be grounds to argue
against democratisation of
parliamentary institutions.
The Women’s Bill is
not and should not be
expected to be a panacea for
women’s ills. India is a
shameful bottom or nearbottom in the Global Gender
Gap Index when it comes to
sex ratio at birth, and women’s
economic participation and
health and survival. Vijayaraje
Scindia of the BJP valorised
sati; Sonia Gandhi is silent on
atrocities by khap panchayats
in Congress-ruled Haryana;
The Women’s Bill is not
and sh ould not be
expected to be a panacea
for women’s ills. India is
a shameful bottom or
near-bottom in th e
Global Gender Gap
Index when it comes to
sex ratio at birth, and
women’s
economic
participation and health
and survival.

Sushma Swaraj likewise on the
attacks on women’s freedom
by Sangh outfits. Greater
representation in Parliament
and Assemblies will not
necessarily resolve gender
inequalities, since women
leaders in Parliament cannot
be counted upon to challenge
economic and social structures
that subordinate women. That
task will still fall to the
women’s movement. But the
WRB will undoubtedly open
up space for greater political
participation for the mass of
women. The emergence of a
larger pool of women as active
participants in the political
process is bound to unleash a
new social dynamics.
The
progressive
women’s movement that has
been the true pioneer of the
Women’s Bill can call the bluff
of the ‘pro- Women’s Bill’
camp as well as the ‘social
justice’ camp. The question of
quota-within-quota for OBCs
and minorities should not be
allowed to become an excuse
for stalling the Bill. Specific
provisions for quota-withinquota for these sections can be
incorporated into the Bill, but
the principle of 33 percent
quota for women must not be
truncated or diluted, and the
Bill must not be indefinitely
delayed on any pretext.
Courtesy: Tehelka Magazine,
Vol 7, Issue 13, Dated April 03,
2010
Kavita Krishnan is a National
Secretary, All India Progressive
Women’s Association (AIPWA).
Kavitakrish73@gmail.com
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F

rom Bhubaneswar, it
takes us five hours to reach
Patna village, at the heart of
Posco-India’s planned 12million tonne steel plant. We
find children playing with
pebbles, but they aren’t at an
innocuous game—they arrange tiny stones across the
road when they see an approaching vehicle, imitating
elders who routinely put up
road blockades or gates to
prevent entry of unknown
vehicles. Patna falls within
the core area of the proposed
4,004 acre plant site, and villagers, who are against the
project, keep round-the-clock
vigil on the movement of
outsiders.
Orissa Chief Minister
Naveen Patnaik may have
assured South Korean President Lee Myung-Bak that the
land acquisition process for
the $12-billion plant in
Orissa’s Jagatsinghpur district will be speeded up, but
at Ground Zero, things
don’t look so easy. PoscoIndia still doesn’t have an
inch of land, though the final forest clearance came
through in December, on the
eve of Lee’s visit to India as
chief guest for Republic Day.
Of the 4,004 acres identified
for the project, 2,958.79 acres
is forestland.
He was keen to visit
the Posco site, but was told
the ground situation wasn’t
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conducive. There’s stiff resistance to the project from locals,
but Posco-India and the Orissa
government is hoping to win
over the opposition with the
promise of a better rehabilitation and resettlement policy.
“The resettlement and
rehabilitation package of
Posco-India for the plant at
Jagatsinghpur is in line with
the Orissa government’s R&R
Rules 2006, which is regarded
as one of the best R&R policies in the country,” says
Posco-India General Manager
(external relations) Simanta
Mohanty. “We are confident
that everybody in our project
area will be at an advantage
with our package. Our package is specially oriented towards landless labour and we
have made special provisions
for employment of those needing jobs. We are compensating
those who have planted betel
vines on government land and
we are sure they will see that

we are giving them a fair
deal,” he adds. Over the past
three months, the Patnaik government, too, has given a push
to the land acquisition process,
but villagers will need a lot of
convincing before they give
up their land.
Four years of agitation
have changed the lives of villagers living in Posco’s proposed site. For villagers,
guarding the gates has become
a daily chore. All their discussions revolve around the Posco
project. Womenfolk do their
household work, but with an
eye on the main street for
Posco executives or government officials. Posco officials
are often detained for a few
hours by villagers.
The two villages of
Govindpur and Dhinkia are at
the heart of the site and this is
where the dictates of the Posco
Pratirodha Sangaram Samiti
(PPSS), the organisation that is
spearheading the anti-project
The Movement of India

Orissa Chief Minister
Naveen Patnaik may
have assured South
Korean President Lee
Myung-Bak that the
land acquisition process for the $12-billion plant in Orissa’s
Jagatsinghpur district will be speeded
up , bu t at Grou nd
Zero, things don’t look
so easy. Posco-India
still doesn’t have an
inch of land, though
the final forest clearance came through in
December, on the eve
of Lee’s visit to India
as chief guest for Republic Day.
movement, runs. PPSS has virtually converted the 4,004
acres into a fort, with 17 gates
plugging all the roads to the
core area. No gates open without the permission of PPSS.
The PPSS chief, Abhaya Sahoo,
guards the main gate at
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Balitutha, the entry point to
the Posco site. The PPSS network is quite strong. When
government officials or Posco
company executives start from
Bhubaneswar
for
Jagatsinghpur, Sahoo gets the
information, and villagers are
alerted immediately.
With the forest clearance coming through, and Lee’s visit
putting the project onto the
fast track, the Jagatsinghpur
Collector has put out ads asking betel vine owners to claim
compensation and give up the
land. Interestingly, the 4,004
acres is part of a vast stretch
of land that was added to the
mainland when the sea receded, so the landscape is dotted with huge sand mounds.
The government says the reclaimed land is government
land but people have lived
here for generations. Over the
years, the forests too have disappeared—first the mangroves
and then the casuarina plantations, destroyed by a super
cyclone. Now, villagers grow
betel vines and cashew on the
high lands and have converted
the low laying areas to paddy
fields. “The paddy field gives
us rice for the whole year and
the betel vines the cash to buy
other items,” says Ramesh
Mohanty. “We will not allow
the Posco project to come up
on this site,” says PPSS chief
Abhaya Sahoo. “No rehabilitation and resettlement policy

is acceptable to us,” he points
out.
When you argue that PoscoIndia has promised to give a
better package than the R&R
package announced by the
state government, Dhinkia
sarpanch Sisira Mohapatra,
who is also the general secretary of PPSS, shows you the
R&R package of Indian Oil
Corporation (IOC) for the
oustees of Paradip Refinery
project. A vacant plot of seven
acres, earmarked with concrete pillars outside village
Dhinka, is the so-called rehabilitation colony. The abandoned, dilapidated facility
centre (hospitals, schools and
temples) isn’t assuring villagers. “We have seen the R&R
package of a public sector
company. How do we trust a
foreign private company?”
Mohapatra shoots back. The
stories of promises not kept
and the success of people’s
movements like the anti-missile test range agitation of
Baliapal have kept the resistance against Posco alive. But
the Orissa government too has
made a heap of promises to
Posco-India which it will find
very difficult to walk away
from.
Courtesy: Financial Express, Feb
07, 2010
Dilip Bisoi is a journalist with the
Financial Express
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‘Alliance Building’
revolution is done by unknown people.”
I grew up in a non-traditional Marxian paradigm,
which teaches simple things.
Marx said that human history
is the history of class struggles
and not of leaders; and class
struggle is done by the oppressive working people. Secondly, he said that theory becomes material force when it
is driven by the masses. If we
believe that (and I think each
social activist must believe
that) then it’s very insignificant what leaders are thinking
and what alliances are formed.
This process of we discussing
first and then going to the
community won’t work. Look
at the political parties. There
this process has failed completely. They don’t know why
they are not getting the votes
and what is changing the voting pattern because they are
not connected to the masses
and they don’t consider the
masses as intelligent people.
Same goes for the whole NGO
spectrum. They don’t reach to
the community and don’t believe that masses can change
history. So, our effort should
be to bring community in the
centre of alliance building
which is lacking right now, unfortunately.
Madhuresh Kumar is NAPM
activist and editorial member of
The Movement of India.
kmadhuresh@gmail.com
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With the advent of RTI, the
number of people, who are
exposing corruption and
then seeking punishment
for the guilty, has increased exponentially.
They get frustrated when
their complaints are not
acted upon. If they persist,
they are eliminated.

S

atish Shetty’s murder raises
some critical issues. Before
everyone forgets him, can we
learn some lessons and put such
systems in place so that such
murders do not take place in
future?
Before Shetty,
Satyendra Dubey, Manjunath
and many others died fighting
corruption. It raises two issues
— timely and effective investigation into allegations of corruption and security of those who
raise their voices.

Do we have an effective
and credible anti-corruption
machinery? The answer is
emphatic “No”. When an
ordinary citizen exposes corruption, either through RTI or
otherwise, where should he
complain? There are a plethora
of anti-corruption agencies —
police, vigilance departments,
CVC, Lokayuktas, CBI — not
one of them is effective and

year but investigates less than a
few hundred. Its machinery is
woefully inadequate to investigate all complaints that it receives. Therefore, more than
half of the complaints received
are forwarded to internal vigilance wings of various departments. Rest of the complaints
are merely filed. Even in those
cases where it investigates, it
does not have powers to pros-

independent of the executive,
against whom they are supposed
to function.

ecute or take disciplinary action
against officials found guilty. It
merely recommends to respective department to take action.

Let us start with Central Vigilance Commission, which is the
apex body in our country to deal
with corruption. With a staff less
than 200 people, it is supposed
to check corruption in more than
1500 central government
departments, many of them
being as big as income tax
department, railways, excise etc.
It receives more than 15,000
complaints of corruption every
The Movement of India

What happens to the complaints
forwarded by CVC to internal
vigilance wings of various
departments? Each department
has such a wing. In many cases,
it is manned by field officials
from the same department who
double up as vigilance officials.
So, if someone makes a complaint against a wrongdoing by
any such official, that official
33
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investigates against himself. One
railway employee was being
forced by his boss to pass some
wrong bills. The official complained to the Railways chairman
and CVC. Both of them forwarded the complaints to his
boss, who also happened to be
the vigilance official for that
area, to investigate against
himself and report back. One
can imagine what the boss
would have done to that official.
Then there is CBI, which is
directly controlled by the central
government and has been used
shamelessly by all governments
to scuttle enquiries against
political loyalists and settle
scores against
opponents.
That’s all there is in the
name of anti-corruption at
Central level. State governments
also have similar anti-corruption
machineries. State vigilance
bureau and police are directly
under the control of state
executive and cannot proceed
against anyone without express
or tacit approval from political or
bureaucratic bosses, who are
themselves, directly or indirectly,
involved in most corruption
cases.
Can this anti-corruption
machinery deliver? It is only
meant to either scuttle complaints against high and mighty
or is used to victimize those who
do not fall in line.
With the advent of RTI,
the number of people, who are
exposing corruption and then

seeking punishment for the
guilty, has increased exponentially. They get frustrated when
their complaints are not acted
upon. If they persist, they are
eliminated.
Therefore, we do not
need plethora of investigating
bodies. We need just one agency,
completely independent of the
executive and one that has
powers and resources to investigate and prosecute. It should
also have the powers to take
disciplinary action against guilty
officials. The agency should
itself be completely transparent
in its functioning and should
complete investigations within a
prescribed time limit. The chief
of this agency should be appointed through a participatory
process. Special courts should
be set up to decide cases filed by
this agency within a prescribed
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time. Lokayuktas in states can
play this role, if we make
necessary amendments to
Lokayukta Act on the above
lines. At Centre, we desperately
need a Lokpal to fill this gap. A
very weak version of Lokpal Bill
is pending in Parliament since
1967!
Then, if any whistle
blower is victimized or threatened, he could approach
Lokayukta or Lokpal for protection, who should decide upon it
and direct the police to provide
protection within 24 hours.
Hong Kong, faced with
similar levels of corruption in
1970’s, set up an Independent
Commission Against Corruption.
The Commission was given
complete powers to investigate
and prosecute. Officers were
handpicked. Out of roughly 110
police officers at middle level,
the commission found almost
105 guilty and sacked them. We
need that kind of action.
Media will have to play a
critical role. It was due to media
pressure that Jessica and
Ruchika got justice in the past.
Let media demand such systemic
changes this time that every
Jessica and Ruchika gets justice
next time.
Courtesy: The Times of India,
Jan 27, 2010
Arvind Kejriwal is a RTI
activist, founder of Parivartan,
and currently working on the
concept of Gram Swaraj.
parivartan@parivartan.com
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In a charge sheet against Mr.
Kobad Gandhi produced by
the Delhi Police in the Tees
Hazari Courts, New Delhi, on
18 February 2010, besides
naming some other individuals, some organizations like
People’s Union for Civil Liberties (PUCL) and People’s
Union for Democratic Rights
(PUDR) are named. Much like
McCarthyism in USA several
decades ago, in the present
circumstances in India, governments may treat members
of PUCL and PUDR as members, collaborators
or
sympathisers of Maoist,
Naxalite or other militant
groups.
This possibility needs
to be examined in terms of (1)
just who are militants and
what distinguishes different
types of militants, (2) what precisely is militancy, and (3)
whether it is possible for a

socially responsible position to
exist, which supports neither
the militancy of certain groups
of people, nor the government
response to militancy with the
use of police and military firepower.
Who is a militant?
According the the Oxford Dictionary, a militant is one who
is “prepared to take aggressive action in support of a political or
social cause”. But the dictionary
meaning does not include an
economic or environmental
cause, even though these are
daily triggers for violence
across the country. These impinge upon the daily life and
livelihood of those sections of
the population that are
marginalized, have no political voice, and live hand-tomouth. Aggressive action does
not necessarily involve the use
of physical violence, though
that is the most common form
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observed today. Physical violence at group levels occurs for
a variety of reasons. Words or
deeds that are contrary to, or
criticize, political or social
ideas or ideals held in esteem
by one set of people can cause
outbreak of physical violence
not merely against the
person(s) who are presumed
to be responsible; ordinary
people who may be passers-by
or vehicles or other property
that happen to be in the vicinity often also become victims.
In our
60-years-old Republic, such
physical violence has been
caused by various groups,
some of which express allegiance to major political parties at centre or in the states.
Just as an example, let us consider members of the Shiv Sena
(SS) or the Maharashtra
Navnirman Sena (MNS) in
Mumbai, who openly challenge government to stop or
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control them. That various
governments in Maharashtra
over the decades have failed
to do so is well known, and so
the SS, and more recently the
MNS, are feared by ordinary
people. Yet, even though their
aggressive stance and physical
violence have been for a political or social cause, groups
such as the SS and MNS have
not been named as militants.
This is not to suggest that SS
and MNS are in the same category as Maoists, Naxalites, et
al. The SS and MNS challenge
governments with their political power supported by muscle
power, whereas Maoists/
Naxalites challenge the State
with their ideology supported
by organized use of weapons.
Also, SS and MNS target individuals or groups of people
who oppose them, or do, or
not do or say things their way
(even for saying “Bombay” instead of “Mumbai”), whereas

It cannot be ignored
that a high -p ower
committee set up in
2006 by the Planning
Commission of India,
ascribed growing
Naxalism to people’s
discontent and failure
of governance, and
showed a direct relationship between extremism and poverty.

Maoists et al, who are also
feared by ordinary people, target government forces and
government apparatus. Even
granting the differences between SS/MNS and Maoists/
Naxalites, both qualify as militant groups, but they are not
treated equally by governments. This argument is not restricted to SS/MNS.
Militancy
Today, the words militancy
and terrorism are used almost
interchangeably. This is not
only erroneous but very unfortunate, because all terrorists
are militants but not all militants are terrorists, and confusing the two results in the
wrong means being used to
tackle these problems. In any
case, it is instructive to see how
militancy has grown in India.
The militant Naxal
movement began in April 1967
in one state (West Bengal), one
district (Darjeeling) and one
police station area (Naxalbari).
And 42 years later, in November 2009, the Union Home Minister stated that Naxalism had
spread to 23 states, 250 districts and over 2,000 police station areas [1]. Any thinking
individual would wonder why
this is so.
It cannot be ignored that a highpower committee set up in
2006 by the Planning Commission of India, ascribed growing Naxalism to people’s discontent and failure of governance, and showed a direct
relationship between extremThe Movement of India

ism and poverty. It also recommended that “public purpose” for land acquisition
should be limited to national
security and public welfare.
Clearly, that opinion and recommendation have found a
place in the capacious waste
bins of government, having
been sent there by insensitive
or arrogant bureaucrats, because the RR Bill and the LA
Amendment Bill do not reflect
those concerns.
Militancy has almost
always been handled by governments using state and central police forces. However
more recently, in the background of PM Dr.Manmohan
Singh’s statement that terrorism is the greatest internal
threat that India faces, a joint
operation involving the military and code-named Operation Green Hunt (OGH) has
been initiated in central India,
mostly in the tribal areas. The
wisdom of such up-scaling is
questionable. Governments
saw Naxalites or Maoists –
they all appear to have been
clubbed under the name
CPI(Maoist) - as the threat and
now, with commencement of
OGH, as “the enemy”. From
all accounts, the CPI(Maoist)
see the rapacious MNCs as the
enemy and the governments as
collaborating with MNCs by
using the armed might of the
State in favour of MNCs.
It is well known that
the lands and forests occupied
peacefully by tribal people are
rich in minerals and that
36
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MNCs have an eye on exploiting that mineral wealth. At the
same time, that exploitation,
willy-nilly combined with exploitation of the occupant
tribal people through their
forced displacement, adds to
the nation’s GDP, and makes
India out to be a healthy,
growing economy, well on the
way to becoming a “regional
superpower”, “economic powerhouse”, “destination for investment”, etc. This exploitation is nothing but economic
violence being wrought upon
hapless tribal people, who appear to be responding in the
only way that they possibly
can. It is pertinent to note that
while there are no official figures, Dr.Walter Fernandes, a
noted scholar, gives some idea
of the magnitude of displacement. He indicates that between 1947 and 2004, about 60
million people were displaced
forcibly and 40% of those of
them are people of the Scheduled Tribes [1]. Compared to
50 million Africans displaced
over 200 years by slave-trading Europeans, 60 million Indians displaced in 59 years and
that too within and by an independent, democratic nation
in the name of development,
is shameful beyond description.
The militancy in central
India appears to be disputing
and questioning the model of
development and, as with any
powerful body whose fundamental ideas are questioned,
the State has responded with

police and military force.
Other kinds of violence
Often physical violence results
from some spoken or written
words or sketches, cartoons,
paintings, etc., that some
individual(s) find objectionable. Violence begets violence.
When governments wreak
economic violence upon
people by displacement for industrial projects causing loss of
land and livelihood, they cannot resist or respond with economic force since they have
none. They protest, agitate,
demonstrate and physically
resist the occupation of their
land by the industry. These
sometimes turn physically violent since they have no other
choice when their point of
view is not considered or even
heard. Whether the protesters
or the police started the physical violence, the first cause is
economic violence by government that has led to the situation. Gone are the days of quiet
supplication ... these are times
of angry demands for social
justice and fair play from
people in power.
The perpetrators of
economic violence are primarily corporate interests which
have enormous and proximate
influence in the highest levels
of governments. These interests ensure that they receive
official go-ahead for their
projects which, in almost all
cases, involve the acquisition
of land for a “public purpose”,
land on which poor and
The Movement of India

marginalized people subsist.
These project-affected families
(PAFs) have little or no means
to argue or represent their
case in the corridors of a geographically distant and corporate-favouring government. It
is commonly observed that
elected
representatives,
whether or not they are from
the ruling party in government, rarely if ever take up the
cause of PAFs. In recent times
PAFs have been frequently led
by some better educated members of their group or by intellectuals motivated by notions of social justice or human
rights.
However, the involvement of ntellectuals is not only
for PAFs, but extends to social
or physical violence by “upper
castes” against dalits, atrocities
against women, attacks on religious communities, child-exploitation, etc., under the rubric of human rights or civil
liberties. There are organizations that have been formed to
uphold and protect the constitutional rights and privileges
of all sections of people, especially human rights and civil
liberties. These organizations
have been formed under the
constitutionally granted right
of freedom of speech and expression and freedom to form
association under Article
19(1)(a) and 19(1)(c) respectively, and they function under the constitutionally prescribed fundamental duties
under Article 51A(e) to promote harmony and Article
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It is unfortunate that governments do not understand the oft- McCarthyism begins to take
hold. The names on these lists
repeated position of human rights and other social activists
can be – and are – used not
51A(i) to abjure violence.
tions is interpreted by governonly in the context of militancy
ment as opinions of misguided
Speaking up against violence peaceniks at best, or as overt but also to settle personal or
political scores, feuds and
or clandestine collaboration
Gandhiji preached and pracgrudges.
with militants. Today, governticed non-violence and is recThe reality of such a
ments are openly adopting
ognized internationally as its
list recently came very close
hairy-chested policies of upapostle. He demonstrated
when Dr. E. Rati Rao, a retired
scaling police and military fireahimsa by example in his perscientist and Vice-President of
power based on intelligence
sonal life, with the conviction
PUCL-Karnataka, who has
using the latest hi-tech from
and courage of truth (satya),
been active in upholding
the military-industrial comoften through satyagraha. He
women’s and dalits’ rights and
plexes of the world. This indid not restrict his idea of
communal harmony (and opevitably results in governahimsa to the physical plane but
posing attacks on places of
ments’ intelligence agencies
generalized it to other spheres
worship) was served a Notice
creating lists of individuals
including the economic and
on 26 February 2010 by the
and organizations who oppose
political. In today’s India there
Vijayanagara Police Station of
its policies and actions.
are people who, though they
Mysore (Karnataka), with
may not be followers of
questions about an in-house
The “Lists”
Gandhiji’s doctrine of ahimsa,
bulletin (named PUCLbelieve that violence is wrong When there are serious differ- Karnataka Varthapatra, since
and counter-productive. And ences of opinion, the tendency discontinued) which she was
they speak against all forms of is to make lists of people who publishing. Along with the
violence – social, economic, agree and who disagree with Notice was a FIR No.155/2007
environmental, political, one’s point of view, to mobi- charging her with IPC Sections
physical – since ultimately it is lize support and to counter or 124A & 505 and Press Registhe weak who are the victims. eliminate opposition. At that tration Act Sections 14 & 15.
It is unfortunate that stage, the “us” and “them” get Needless to say, there is nothgovernments do not under- clearly defined and the ing even remotely seditious in
stand the oft-repeated position mindset of “if-you-are-not-with- the bulletins. It may be purely
of human rights and other so- us-you-are-against-us” sets in. coincidental that Dr. Rati Rao
cial activists, that standing The CPI(Maoist) no doubt have received the Police Notice
against violence does not their “hit lists” consisting of soon after the charge sheet
mean sympathy with or sup- government officials at various against Mr. Kobad Gandhi
port for militant groups, that levels and also local people and PUCL was filed in the Tees
there is a third position which who are suspected or known Hazari Courts, New Delhi. But
is equidistant from both sides to be collaborating with the with this Police Notice and FIR
of the conflict, and that the State forces, who they believe against Dr. Rati Rao, the mesposition of “if-you-are-not-with- need to be eliminated. But sage of McCarthyism is loud
us-you-are-against-us” is deeply surely governments’ intelli- and clear in Mysore.
flawed in the common law and gence apparatus prepares lists
social senses.
in much the same manner The third position
Equally unfortunate, though, of course, not all those
In matters such as the milispeaking against violence and on the lists are meant to be
tancy and terrorism that are
in favour of peaceful negotia- eliminated. And that is were
The Movement of India
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presently rife, many people
fear that governments’ policy
that militancy (caused by decades-long neglect and
misgovernance) should be
crushed by the use of police
and military firepower, will
make presently bad situations
worse. Such people take the socalled third position, standing
apart from the “if-you-are-notwith-us-you-are-against-us” position, and in favour of peace
and harmony.
The opinions of people who
take the third position may be
summarized as follows. They
(#) stand against and condemn
violence of any sort by either
governments or militant
groups because innocent
people are always caught in
the cross-fire and their casualties cannot be treated as “collateral damage” as it violates
their human rights, (#)
strongly encourage peaceful,
meaningful and honest negotiations between governments
and various militant groups
across the country, (#) believe
that governments need to take
the lead or first move in calling for negotiations with militants without pre-conditions,
(#) believe that use of police,
para-military or military force
in the troubled (mostly tribal)
areas cannot solve a political
problem caused by decades of
social and economic neglect by
governments, and latterly,
unremitting exploitation by
corporate interests supported
by governments in the name
of economic growth and de-

velopment, (#) believe that
large scale hardline operations
like the on-going Operation
Green Hunt can only worsen
an already bad situation of
human rights and social unrest
in many states, (#) believe that
the para-military and military
forces should be immediately
withdrawn, and the State Police should assume the stance
of “holding operations” while
state governments should use
honest political means of consultation and consensus to
ameliorate the degraded social
and economic status of tribal
people, (#) believe that the
needs of tribal and other poor
people should be determined
through honest processes of
consultation, using the constitutional system of the
Panchayat Raj all over the
country, and especially for
scheduled areas, (#) believe
that the onslaught of corporate
interests on land for industrial
activities (especially mining of
minerals like coal, bauxite, uranium, etc., sand or water)
needs complete review so that
the economic growth of India
is not predicated upon the loss
of human rights and/or displacement of tribal or other
already poor people, (#) believe that only honest and
meaningful political steps
taken to bring development of
the sort desired by tribal and
other poor people (not the current model of development
being thrust upon them, which
is obviously doing them no
good) can bring lasting peace
The Movement of India

and prosperity not only to the
people affected but also to all
sections of society across rural and urban India, (#) believe
that there can be no real or
lasting progress or development without honest consideration of human rights, social
and economic justice at all levels of governance.
1. D.Bandyopadhyay; “Sour
men of the Central Wooded
Uplands”,
Mainstream,
Vol.XLVIII, No.10, February
27, 2010; pp.19-21.
Maj Gen S.G.Vombatkere retired
as the Additional Director General
Discipline & Vigilance in Army
HQ, New Delhi, in 1996 after 35
years in the Indian Army with
combat, staff and technical experience. He holds a PhD degree in
Structural Dynamics from I.I.T.,
Madras, and the President of India awarded him Visishta Seva
Medal in 1993 for distinguished
service rendered in Ladakh. Since
retirement, he is engaged in voluntary work with Mysore
Grahakara Parishat, and is a member of National Alliance of People’s
Movements (NAPM) and People’s
Union for Civil Liberties (PUCL).
He coordinates and lectures a
Course on Science, Technology and
Sustainable Development for undergraduate students of University
of Iowa, USA, and two universities of Canada, who spend a semester at Mysore as part of their Studies Abroad in South India.
sg9kere@live.com
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t a time when we thought
equality and justice were
against all of us, you empowered us, not only by
recognising our existence, but
also proclaiming that we deserve the same rights as everyone else. My parents know
about my sexuality and had
accepted it, but always had
this question about it being
unnatural. Your judgment, line
by line, made them realise how
‘normal’ I am! Your judgement
was obviously not about carnal intercourse, it was about
human beings, who feel, desire and deserve to live a life
like all other Indians. Please
accept my deepest gratitude
for making this possible. You
will always remain, for us, our
Dr Ambedkar, the architect of
our futures!
This moving tribute
from a visitor to the Gay
Bombay website that set up a
section for people to comment
on his legacy, is just one example of the flood of accolades, tributes and heartfelt
acknowledgement that has
poured in after he retired.
Widely believed to have been
unjustly overlooked for a position in the Supreme Court,
Chief Justice Ajit Prakash Shah
has achieved something extraordinary, something that
no Supreme Court judge even,
has done in recent times. He
won over the hearts and minds

Shah’s remarks that the underlying theme of the Indian Constitution is inclusiveness is echoed in judgements related to the protection of disabled persons.
The remarks have forced the state to take proactive
measures to ensure a more inclusive society.
of those who placed their faith
in the judiciary, while maintaining the highest standards
of legal reasoning and integrity.
His retirement witnessed emotional scenes in the
Delhi High Court, when a
packed court cited his amazingly diverse legacy of decisions that have impacted the
lives of millions in this country.
The brief period Shah
spent at the Delhi High Court
has left an indelible mark on
recent legal history. Along
with other progressive and
liberal judges such as Madan
Lokur, Ravindra Bhat, and S
Muralidhar, Shah fashioned
some of the most historic deThe Movement of India

cisions in the history of the
country.
The much celebrated
Naz judgement, where Shah
and Muralidhar ‘read down’
or narrowed down the scope
of an 1860 legislation that
criminalised lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender persons in India is arguably his
most famous decision. Besides
catapulting him to popstardom
among the Queer community,
the Naz decision, has defined
the way the rest of the world
views Shah — a judge with
heart to grasp the crux of the
issue, with the legal acumen
necessary to craft a solid decision, and with the courage to
strike at one of the main foundations of centuries of dis40
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crimination against LGBT persons in India.
Shah’s remarks that
the underlying theme of the
Indian Constitution is inclusiveness is echoed in judgements related to the protection
of disabled persons. The remarks have forced the state to
take proactive measures to
ensure a more inclusive society.
Addressing a packed
Court Room No 1 of the Delhi
High Court, on the eve of his
retirement, Shah articulated
what the idea of justice meant
to him, and what the defining
characteristic of a good judge
is. Citing Amartya Sen’s Idea
of Justice, he said that people
know that all injustices in the
world cannot be remedied
and this thought does not really bother people. What does
anger people, however, is that
remediable injustices go unaddressed and a judge must acknowledge these injustices
and respond to the claims for
justice that are made upon her.
Flowing from this obligation
upon the judge to acknowledge injustice, the second
characteristic that Shah spoke
about, was not knowledge or
grasp of the law but the value
of compassion.
Indeed the value of
compassion is a thread that
runs through many of Justice

Shah’s judgments. On February 12, 2010, Shah delivered his
last judgment in the case of
Sudama Singh vs Government
of Delhi regarding the state’s
power to demolish slums and
jhuggie jhopadi colonies. Chief
Justice Shah, joined by Justice
Muralidhar, held that the
policy of refusing to provide
alternate accommodation to
people living on public land is
unconstitutional and restrained the Government from
demolishing any hutment
without guaranteeing alternate accommodation.
He stated that “Considerations of fairness require
special concern where these
settled slum dwellers face
threat of being uprooted. Even
though their jhuggi clusters
may be required to be legally
removed for public projects,
the consequences can be just as
devastating when they are
uprooted from their decades
long settled position. What
very often is overlooked is
that when a family living in a
jhuggi is forcibly evicted, each
member loses a bundle of
rights — the right to livelihood, to shelter, to health, to
education, to access to civic
amenities and public transport
and above all, the right to live
with dignity.”
It’s against the ideas of plural
society and a compassionate
justice that we should read
The Movement of India

Justice Shah’s Naz Foundation
judgment. He does not make
a case merely for rights to individual communities but
places those rights unabashedly in the context of broader
justice and democratic politics.
It’s with Shah’s vision of rights
of queer people in a democratic space that we end:
“Where society can display inclusiveness and understanding, such persons can be
assured of a life of dignity and
non-discrimination. This was
the ‘spirit behind the Resolution’ of which Nehru spoke so
passionately. In our view, Indian Constitutional law does
not permit the statutory criminal law to be held captive by
the popular misconceptions of
who the LGBTs are. It cannot
be forgotten that discrimination is the antithesis of equality and that it is the recognition of equality which will foster the dignity of every individual.”
This tribute was first published in
The New Indian Express, 27 Feb,
2010.
Mayur Suresh is a lawyer and
LGBT rights activist based in
Delhi. mayur.suresh@gmail.com
Siddharth Narrain works with the
Alternative Law Forum in Bangalore and is editorial member of
The Movement of India.
sid@altlawforum.org
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no Supreme Court judge even,
has done in recent times. He
won over the hearts and minds
of those who placed their faith
in the judiciary, while maintaining the highest standards
of legal reasoning and integrity.
His retirement witnessed emotional scenes in the
Delhi High Court, when a
packed court cited his amazingly diverse legacy of decisions that have impacted the
lives of millions in this country.

At a time when we thought
equality and justice were
against all of us, you empowered us, not only by
recognising our existence, but
also proclaiming that we deserve the same rights as everyone else. My parents know
about my sexuality and had
accepted it, but always had
this question about it being
unnatural. Your judgment,
line by line, made them realise
how ‘normal’ I am! Your
judgement was obviously not
about carnal intercourse, it
was about human beings, who
feel, desire and deserve to
live a life like all other Indians. Please accept my deepest

gratitude for making this possible. You will always remain,
for us, our Dr Ambedkar, the
architect of our futures!

The brief period Shah
spent at the Delhi High Court
has left an indelible mark on
recent legal history. Along
with other progressive and
liberal judges such as Madan
Lokur, Ravindra Bhat, and S
Muralidhar, Shah fashioned
some of the most historic decisions in the history of the
country.

This moving tribute
from a visitor to the Gay
Bombay website that set up a
section for people to comment
on his legacy, is just one example of the flood of accolades, tributes and heartfelt
acknowledge ment that has
poured in after he retired.
Widely believed to have been
unjustly overlooked for a position in the Supreme Court,
Chief Justice Ajit Prakash Shah
has achieved something extraordinary, something that

The much celebrated
Naz judgement, where Shah
and Muralidhar ‘read down’
or narrowed down the scope
of an 1860 legislation that
criminalised lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender persons in India is arguably his
most famous decision. Besides
catapulting him to popstardom
among the Queer community,
the Naz decision, has defined
the way the rest of the world
views Shah — a judge with
heart to grasp the crux of the
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issue, with the legal acumen
necessary to craft a solid decision, and with the courage to
strike at one of the main foundations of centuries of discrimination against LGBT persons in India. Shah’s remarks
that the underlying theme of
the Indian Constitution is inclusiveness is echoed in judgements related to the protection
of disabled persons. The remarks have forced the state to
take proactive measures to
ensure a more inclusive society.
Addressing a packed
Court Room No 1 of the Delhi
High Court, on the eve of his
retirement, Shah articulated
what the idea of justice meant
to him, and what the defining
characteristic of a good judge
is. Citing Amartya Sen’s Idea
of Justice, he said that people
know that all injustices in the
world cannot be remedied
and this thought does not really bother people. What does
anger people, however, is that
remediable injustices go unaddressed and a judge must acknowledge these injustices
and respond to the claims for
justice that are made upon her.
Flowing from this obligation
upon the judge to acknowledge injustice, the second
characteristic that Shah spoke
about, was not knowledge or
grasp of the law but the value
of compassion.

Indeed the value of
compassion is a thread that
runs through many of Justice
Shah’s judgments. On February 12, 2010, Shah delivered his
last judgment in the case of
Sudama Singh vs Government
of Delhi regarding the state’s
power to demolish slums and
jhuggie jhopadi colonies. Chief
Justice Shah, joined by Justice
Muralidhar, held that the
policy of refusing to provide
alternate accommodation to
people living on public land is
unconstitutional and restrained the Government from
demolishing any hutment
without guaranteeing alternate accommodation.
He stated that “Considerations of fairness require
special concern where these
settled slum dwellers face
threat of being uprooted. Even
though their jhuggi clusters
may be required to be legally
removed for public projects,
the consequences can be just as
devastating when they are
uprooted from their decades
long settled position. What
very often is overlooked is
that when a family living in a
jhuggi is forcibly evicted, each
member loses a bundle of
rights — the right to livelihood, to shelter, to health, to
education, to access to civic
amenities and public transport
and above all, the right to live
with dignity.” It’s against the
ideas of plural society and a
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compassionate justice that we
should read Justice Shah’s Naz
Foundation judgment. He
does not make a case merely
for rights to individual communities but places those
rights unabashedly in the context of broader justice and
democratic politics. It’s with
Shah’s vision of rights of queer
people in a democratic space
that we end:
“Where society can display inclusiveness and understanding, such persons can be
assured of a life of dignity and
non-discrimination. This was
the ‘spirit behind the Resolution’ of which Nehru spoke so
passionately. In our view, Indian Constitutional law does
not permit the statutory criminal law to be held captive by
the popular misconceptions of
who the LGBTs are. It cannot
be forgotten that discrimination is the antithesis of equality and that it is the recognition of equality which will foster the dignity of every individual.”
This tribute was first published in
The New Indian Express, 27 Feb,
2010.
Mayur Suresh is a lawyer and
LGBT rights activist based in
Delhi. mayur.suresh@gmail.com
Siddharth Narrain works with the
Alternative Law Forum in Bangalore and is editorial member of
The Movement of India.
sid@altlawforum.org
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A

bout 180 activists from 32

countries reiterated the need
to globalise the nonviolent
resistance against Globalised
Structural Violence across the
world leading to poverty,
displacement, power inequity,
denial of basic human rights,
usurpation of resources,
exclusion from decisionmaking and what Arundhati
Roy
calls
economic
totalitarianism.
These activists shared
experiences from different
countries about the unholy
alliance
between
‘Development’, ‘Militarism
and War Profiteering’ at an
International conference
organised on “Nonviolent
Livelihood Struggle and
Militarism:
Links
and
Strategies” between 22 and 25
January 2010, at Gujarat
Vidyapith, Ahmedabad. The
conference was organised by

War Resisters’ International,
Gujarat Sarvodya Mandal,
Gujarat Vidyapith University
and Sampoorna Kranti
Vidyalaya.
Violence today is a
multi-headed monster. It is
overt, covert (structural),
global, state-sponsored, hitech and often unleashed on a
mass scale on innocent people
in different parts of the world.
In her inaugural address
Arundhati Roy suggested that
today more than ever there
was a need to redefine ‘war’
and ask ourselves as to which
‘war resistance’ are we talking
about? She lamented that
structural violence today has
become more threatening to
human life than overt war
while citing the example of the
4 million people that have been
killed due to corporate mining
in Congo. The story is the
same wherever mining is done
in Africa or elsewhere. A huge
number of people are
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becoming victims of internal
displacement due to large
dams, mining and extraction
Industries.
Echoing the Congolese
story
Samerendra
Das
narrated the parallels we have
seen in India. He reported
that local communities
especially adivasis have had
their life wrecked by megaindustrial projects promoted
by a combination of Indian
plutocrats and
foreign
investors.
Repeatedly
nonviolent protesters have
been attacked by government
authorities and state militia,
especially in resource rich
areas
of
Chattisgarh,
Jharkhand or Orissa, which
have
become
resource
“battlefields”.
Bela Bhatia described
how Chattisgarh has become
a ‘battlefield’ since 2005 due to
a war between Salwa Judum
(a state sponsored armed
forced) and the Communist
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Party of India (Maoist). This
has killed thousands of people,
burnt hundreds of villages,
more than hundred women
have been raped and at least a
100,000 people have been
forced to leave their homes,
lands and forests. The state
rather than understanding the
ground reality has been
implicating adivasis and the
human rights activists in the
name of “Operation Green
Hunt”. Over two hundred
people are in jail and the state
has become a police state
violating all kind of human
rights and hollowing our
democratic structure.
Activists from Brazil
and Columbia drew parallels
with Salwa Judum sharing
their experiences of the state
using counter insurgency
forces to intimidate and banish
indigenous and working class
people living on their land and
natural resources. Another
Columbian activist explained
how such conflicts are a serious
assault on women’s well being.
In order to humiliate and
retaliate against the people of
specific communities their
women are raped and sexually
assaulted.
It
was
clear
throughout the conference
that the story of structural
violence and militarisation
and neo-liberalism was the
same across the globe. It was
not difficult to see the clear
linkages between present
“development” industria
lisation, mining, militarism
arms trade on the one hand,
and massive displacement,
killing, alienation from natural
and cultural resources and

state violence on the other.
And, parallels between orissa,
jharkhand, chattisgarh, congo,
sierra leone, brazil are too
striking to ignore for anyone
interested in justice and peace.
Jorgen Johansen, a former
Chairperson of WRI, pointed
out that about 300 people die
every day from direct
violence, but structural
violence is much more serious
as about 125,000 people are
killed every day due to
famine, lack of water, food
and medicine, displacement.
The relentless conflict in
Kashmir, Palestine, Sudan,
Iraq, Iran, Afganistan, Eretria
and many places around the
world has led to catastrophes
and the worst victims have
been the most marginalised
people.
What
was
most
heartening to hear from most
of people attending the
conference was the fact the
many communities have been
relentlessly
struggling,
denouncing war, structural
violence, and protesting to
bring about social and political
change around the world not
through the ‘barrel of gun’ but
through the “Power of the
plenty and Weapons of Mass
Democracy”. Two other facts
stand out. First, oppressive
States & the powers fear
nonviolence more than
violence, as violence can be
dealt with but they do not
have moral wherewithal to
deal
with
nonviolent
resistance. And, second, the
mainstream media only
highlights news of wars &
violence
breaking
out
The Movement of India

everywhere, but there indeed
are places across the world
where communities take
matters into their own hands
and peace breaks out. One can
find pictures of Gandhi,
Martin Luther King and many
other
advocates
of
nonviolence on the streets of
Teheran which were filled
with millions of women and
men in Iran protesting nonviolently.
Nonviolent
resistance has become a way
of life for many communities
in other parts of the world
such as Columbia, Brazil,
Palestine, Haiti, etc.
According to Cynthia
Boaz, Advisor, International
Centre
on
Nonviolent
Conflict, a study published in
International Security Journal,
2008 reported that out of 323
major insurrections in support
of self-determination and
democratic rule since 1990,
violent
resistance
was
successful only 26 per cent of
the time whereas, nonviolent
campaigns had a 53 per cent
success rate.
Cultural activities,
song, dance, theatre go hand
in hand with nonviolent
resistance. What was amazing
to witness in this conference
was the portrayal of the
Mahatma Mohandas Gandhi
by peace activist, Bernie
Mayer, who has named
himself “American Gandhi”.
His strikingly similar looks
and historically accurate
portrayal were warmly
received.
Mukta Srivastava is with
NAPM, Mumbai, and editorial
member of The Movement of India.
mukta.srivastava@gmail.com
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- Stephan Brües

“I

raq is a safe country,” this

surprising sentence said
Haider Al-Behadili in March
2009 during the annual conference of the German organization Federation of Social

Defence. He meant that – besides
the violence by fundamentalist
people of different faiths and ideology – the majority of Iraqi
people want to live in peace and
actually lives in peace with each
other. Al-Behadili is a member of
the Iraqi network “LaOnf” (arabic for No to violence) that was
founded in 2006 during a training for nonviolence in Amman,
Jordan.
In
the
network of LaOnf men and
women with different political
ideologies and different religious
or ethnic background work together to promote the idea of nonviolence. The coordinator of AlMesalla in Amman, Ismael
Dawood said, that in the beginning it was quite difficult to
change the political, religious and
ethnic identities of the participants. “But today,” he pointed
out “we tend to speak different
languages (Kurdish or Arabic),
but we share the same analysis
about alternative solutions for
the conflicts in Iraq. Peace and
reconciliation between the communities without having a foreign
occupation as political and military actor intervening in our
life.”
The members of LaOnf share the
idea that only nonviolence can
lead to a united and democratic
Iraq that respect human rights.
An important center of the
movement is the mentioned AlMesalla – Center for the Development of human in Erbil/
Kurdistan and Bagdad. Erbil,
one of the safest places in Iraq
and capital of the Autonomous
Region of Kurdistan, was – not
surprisingly – the place of the
First Forum on Nonviolence
which took place in November
2009. For the 107 Iraqi participants travelling from all parts of
The Movement of India

Iraq to Shaqlawa, a town in
the mountains near Erbil, it
was a place to recover from
the violence they are living in.
But who are the people
engaged in LaOnf? How do
they come to nonviolence,
what are their dreams and
their activities? Haider AlBehadili, mentioned in the beginning, comes from Misal in
the South of Iraq. His father
was engaged in the opposition
to Saddam Hussein, arrested
and sentenced to death, but
pardoned and released.
Haider’s uncle was killed. The
young Haider witnessed a
massacre in his town. All this
has led him to search for
peaceful ways. After the juristic studies he worked as a lawyer and founded a human
rights organisation that is
member of LaOnf Network.
On the Forum on Nonviolence
he spoke about his activities
against war toys. By negotiations with administrative bodies as well as companies accompanied by demonstrations and
nonviolent actions he could
achieve that no war toys are
produced and exported by this
company.
Also coming from the
South, too, from Nasariya the
university professor and
trainer for nonviolence, Ali
Thajeel is working hard for the
reconciliation between religions. He organized football
matches between students of
different religions or developed a theatre performance
about the life of Jesus to impart Christian knowledge to
the Muslims. When on 29 February 2008 the chaldaic Archbishop of Mosul, Paulos Faraj
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The Forum in Shaqlawa,
Erbil
Rahho was kidnapped and two
weeks later found killed,
Thajeel organized an football
play, demonstrations and a
memorial event to draw the
attention to the fact that life
of everybody- regardless of
his faith – is sacred.
The fact that one life
sometimes does not count
much in Iraq, is illustrated by
a drastic occurrence that made
Muna, a woman from Diyala
(north of Bagdad near Iranian
Border) engage with LaOnf.
Her husband and brother were
kidnapped by militias. The
police that she contacted told
her, she should go home, her
relatives would be taken to
her home. Exactly this happened, but as brutally tortured
bodies, whose heads were
treated by drills. Even Muna’s
son, at that time 6 years old,
saw the dead body causing a
deep traumatisation. But instead of thinking of revenge
Muna participates in a
women’s group and struggles
for nonviolent education in
schools. She is planning a
house for children that turned

victims of war, life on the
streets and are getting no support by anyone. She wants to
care for them psychologically,
give them perspectives and by
this prevent that they would
be used as lackey of militias.
In Bagdad young
people are active in the LaOnf
movement. They are too
traumatised. For example:
Bilal Bahir, student of art. On
first sight he looks like a vividly, sensitive young man. But
facing the suicide bombings
that occurred frequently in his
neighbourhood he often is sad
and is weeping all night. As
many violent acts are justified
in the name of islam Bilal has
lost his faith. He could not pray
to a God so heavily misused.
He assimilates his pain by impressive paintings showing for
instance US-air force planes
destroying cities, but in most
cases showing faces of horror
and pain.
His friend Assim Amer
is graphic designer. Like many
young people he loves music,
fast cars and beautiful women.
He also can be found on the
social community facebook.
But his philosophy is shaped
by violence. As a communist
believer he is not religious in
traditional sense, but he believes in a spiritual power or
energy. But what violence has
taught him is that only the
moment counts. A long term
planning of life is useless as a
car bomb could end his life
wherever he is. But these bad
prospects do not make him
rest in fear. The contrary is the
case: “I have no fear anymore”,
he says. “If I will become victim of violence, then it is as it
is.” Amin – together with Bilal
The Movement of India

and the actor Ali – try to stand
up to violence with artistic
means. For example on 2nd of
October, the birthday of Mahatma Gandhi they organized
a demonstration in Bagdad
where they showed paintings,
graphics of Gandhi and a theatre performance about a suicide bomber. Assim tells about
an action with pupils and students, in which a wall was
painted with symbols of ancient Iraqi civilizations and
peace symbols alike. At the
same time activists told the
others about life and work of
Gandhi, Martin Luther King
or Nelson Mandela.
Pain cannot only
deaden the minds, but also
motivate to commitment. In a
country that – unlike India –
has no own tradition of nonviolence (or at least which has
yet to search for it) an increasing number of voices shout for
peace and reconciliation. They
are fed up to accept the existing culture of violence. “We
have our own voice,” said
Zaid Alwardi, one of the
founders of LaOnf. “But the
international community shall
carry on our voice across the
frontiers.”
Gandhi has
reached the war-torn Iraq and
will certainly be one of the
prophets of the next week of
nonviolence held in October
2010. Stephan Brües is a German
peace activist and participated in
the conference of War Resisters International in Ahmedabad 2325.01.2010. In a workshop at this
conference he presented his experiences as international participant of the First Iraqi Forum of
Nonviolence in November 2009
and as listerner to the activists of
LaOnf.
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T

he controversy over the
giant Dams and large Dams
on the Narmada river, altogether 30 large and 135 medium Dams, displacing a few
million people, not even fully
and fairly counted, and destroying thousands of hectares
of agricultural land and forest, affecting the whole riverine ecosystem is decades old.
Yet, the same is again reaching its peak in the case of the
Sardar Sarovar Interstate
Project. The Dam, with the
wall completed upto 122 mts,
as per the demand by the
Government and politicians of
Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh
is to be pushed ahead by raising piers and erecting gates 17
mts high even when 2,00,000
and more people; adivasis,
farmers, fish workers, artisans, traders live in the village

communities and township
densely populated with pakka
houses, markets, best of agriculture and horticulture since
generations.
The demand that the
Centre must fund the Project
with thousands of crores or
declare it to be a ‘national’
project, contrary to the stand
of its own sanctioning and
monitoring authorities, is also
indicative of Gujarat’s politics,
stinking of irrationality and
immaturity, showing neither
prudence nor progressive outlook. The Finance Ministry has
declared 3000+ crores in the
latest budget, but this cannot
and should not be done, without looking back and looking
forward to the reality of the
Project – its claims and
achievements.

History of Injustice can’t be
repeated
The absolutely illegal push
given to the Dam in the past
(1987 – 2006) violating conditions on rehabilitation and environmental mitigatory measures is tried again, when on
both grounds and on the issue
of costs and benefits too, the
Project stands fully exposed. It
is obvious that the Report by
the Group of three Ministers
including Former Union Minister of Water Resources, Shri
Saifuddin Soz, Former Union
Minister for Social Justice and
Empowerment Ms. Meira
Kumar and Union Minister of
State for Earth Sciences, Shri
Prithviraj Chavan after their
visit to the Narmada valley in
2006 was most truthful and
depicts the situation of “Rehabilitation on Paper” and “Massive corruption”, which is the

In this statement, the
Narmada Bachao Andolan
(NBA) members assess the
costs and benefits of Sardar
Sarovar project and the inherent political manipulations
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Corruption worth a few hundred crores in rehabilitation exposed by the affected farmers
of Narmada Bachao Andolan has resulted in
the High Court appointing a Judicial commission of Inquiry in Madhya Pradesh and its investigation is on. There is no political will to
investigate and punish the guilty and hence
the GoMP has challenged the Orders in the
Supreme Court where hearing is yet to take
place.

reality further confirmed,
even today.
There are thousands of
families , including adivasis
who have lost their lands and
habitats since 1994, who are
yet to be given their land entitlements in Madhya Pradesh
(with the largest submergence
and ‘oustees’) as also in
Maharashtra and Gujarat
where the Governments are
not able to allot land to the
eligible, since private land is
not being purchased at the
market value, any more. Not
even one resettlement site for
its own adivasis wishing to
resettle in Madhya Pradesh, as
per legal provision is located
and established by the state of
MP, while the corporates are
given land as per their whims
and interests, at whatever
costs, financial to social and
environmental.
Corruption worth a
few hundred crores in rehabilitation exposed by the affected
farmers of Narmada Bachao
Andolan has resulted in the

High Court appointing a Judicial commission of Inquiry in
Madhya Pradesh and its investigation is on. There is no political will to investigate and
punish the guilty and hence
the GoMP has challenged the
Orders in the Supreme Court
where hearing is yet to take
place. It is unfortunate that the
Narmada Control Authority,
which is a central body also is
not taking a clear position
favouring the High Court’
Judgement on the judicial commission on corruption and irregularities leading to derailment of the Rehabilitation
Policy. Drowning the lands
and living communities with
full life on, without an alternative source of livelihood
(land for farmers, fisheries for
fish workers) is absolutely in
violation of the Narmada Water Disputes Tribunal Award
(NWDTA), which is a decree;
four judgements of the Supreme Court; constitutional
and human rights, and justice.
Is the UPA Government, with
The Movement of India

its Ministry of Social Justice
and Empowerment incharge of
rehabilitation
and
the
Narmada Control Authority
(NCA) with the statutory mandate, ready to permit these
gross violations is a question.
Experts establish serious environmental non-compliance
The Project, along with its
feeder Project, Indira Sagar
Project (ISP) cannot proceed
further in the present situation, due to serious environmental non-compliance, concluded by an Expert Committee chaired by the Former Director-General, Forest survey
of India and presently, Chairman of the Expert Appraisal
Committee of River Valley
Projects, Dr. Devender
Pandey. The Committee which
has been appointed by the
Ministry of Environment and
Forests, which leads the Environmental Sub – Group of
NCA, has brought out in its
Second Interim Report that
even after 20 years since the
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two giant Dams were cleared
by the MoEF, there is an unprecedented apathy exhibited
from the fact that the command
area development plans necessary to prevent severe destruction of land with waterlogging and salinization and
ensure benefits are not even
ready and final, nor approved
by the Central Authority i.e.
MoEF.
The unfounded hope of
securing fulfilment with respect to the impacts on health,
archaeology, seismic risks etc
which are the most serious in
preventing the Project from
becoming more destructive,
than developmental, has thus
been diminished. With a large
percentage of SSP’s and ISP’s
command area development
not in place, catchment area (a
few lakh hectares in each Dam)
not yet treated and huge forest loss not proved to be compensated, the Committee’s Report concludes that no construction on Dam and canal
and no irrigation should be
permitted.
Costs outweigh Benefits: 30
Years of Mismanagement
Have the much drum-beaten
benefits of the Dam come true,
satiating the thirst of KutchSaurashtra in Gujarat or ‘lightening’ progress in Madhya
Pradesh and Maharashtra with
a share in power, but not a
drop of water, in spite of bear-

ing the largest share in submergence and finance? No!
Only 30% of the canal network of SP is built over 30
years and 66,000 kms long canals (70%) remain to be constructed, not due to NBA’s
opposition, but because
Gujarat’s own farmers are unwilling to part with 30000
hectares of land and also due
to lack of finance, (estimates
vary from 8000 crores to
20,000 crores) and absence of
command area development
plans. Inspite the pondage attained by submerging adivasis
lands, forests, communities,
not more than 7-10% of the
available water is being utilized by Gujarat. Moreover,
with much of water supplied
to the cities especially
Gandhinagar, the Kutchis
have moved the apex court,
demanding their due share.
Maharashtra is demanding for
1800 crores of compensation
from Gujarat for loss in power
allocation, but Madhya
Pradesh is still keeping mum!
Investment clearance for the
SSP was for Rs. 6406 crores in
1988 Today, the project cost is
Rs. 45,000 crores as per the
Report of the Working Group
on Water Resources of the
Planning Commission and it
will escalate upto Rs 70000
crores by 2012! The Centre,in
the past, under the Accelerated Irrigation Benefits
Programme has allotted the
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largest amount of Rs. 5000
crores to this Dam and yet the
CAG Reports have made a
critical inditement of its
misutilization.
The Planning Commission should have by now or
MUST, at least today, review
the Project fully since not only
the approved investment limit,
but also the environmental
conditions in the same are
flouted by the states, with no
monitoring. The experience
certainly explains the colossal
gap of 1,20000 crores needed
for completion of large Dams
since the II Five Year Plan and
huge discrepancy of 17 million
hectares between the planned
and attained irrigation potential. Not one hectare additional irrigation is achieved in
the country is what the data
of the Ministry of Water Resources for the years, 19902005 itself shows!
Which way Sardar
Sarovar and Narmada? The
most ancient of the world’s
civilization can’t face any more
destruction and death which is
not a penalty but a political
vendetta. For unexpectedly
low and unsustainable benefits, if the Projects this and
others, are pushed with illegal
and unjustifiable expediency,
not one state government, but
the nation will be accused of
connivance towards destruction. Narmada Bachao Andolan
nba.medha@gmail.com
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from People’s
Movements
April 1, New Delhi : ESG-NCA ignores Devendra
Pandey Committee Report and sanctions illegal and
unjust submergence of 2 lakh people in the Narmada
Valley.
The Environment Sub Group (ESG) of the Narmada
Control Authority (ESG) accords further permission
for erection of 17 mts high gates on the Sardar Sarovar
Dam (SSP) in Gujarat that will take it from its present
height of 122.92 mts to its final height of 138.68 mts.
There is however, ‘assurance’, that has emerged from
the April 1st meeting of the ESG that there shall be no
additional submergence by such a move and that the
permission has been sought only after compliance of
all the environmental conditions, that have not been
complied with over the past 20 years !! It has also been
stated that the gates shall remain in an ‘open position’
until such time that the catachment area treatment is
not fully treated. Newspapers have quoted Gujarat’s
officials as having stated that the Dr. Devender Pandey
Expert Committee Report (Feb 2009 & 2010) on the
(non)implementation of the environmental safeguard
measures of the Sardar Sarovar and Indira Sagar Project
was not even discussed during the ESG Meeting.
Narmada Bachao Andolan denounces the decision and
has claimed that any increase in the dam height will
further compromise the lives of 40,000 families and
excerbate the environmental hazards in the command
area of the project.
March 31, New Delhi: Delhi Court quashes case of
‘fake medical certificate’ against Medha Patkar - Court
expresses ire over conspiracy of libel against the social activist
The Court of Shri Manish Makam, Metropolitan Magistrate of the Patiala House Court, dismissed an application filed against social activist Medha Patkar accusing her of misleading the Court through production
of ‘fake medical certificate’. The Application was filed
by one Mr. V.K. Saxena, of Ahmedabad, Gujarat who
is in the habit of filing false and frivolous litigation
against Medha Patkar and Narmada Bachao Andolan.
March 31, Bhubaneswar: Concerned Citizens Committee on Kalinganagar firing comes across shocking incidences of police and mafia brutality
A citizens’ committee which visited Baligootha
Kalinganagar under the leadership of Justice Chaudhry
Pratap Mishra (Retd. Judge of Orissa High Court) on
30 March, 2010 after indiscriminate firing against peaceful protesters of Vistapan Virodhi Janmanch was re-

ported in the media, came across shocking incidences
of police and mafia brutality. The members of the committee which also included Sri Rabi Das (senior journalist), Shri Chitta Mohanty (writer and political activist), Sri Sudhir Pattnaik (senior journalist), Sri
Mahendra Parida (Trade union and human rights activist) met the victims of bullet injury in Baligootha,
Chandia and Baragadia and saw the damages done to
the houses, bovine wealth, food grains, food articles,
motor bikes and cycles of the villagers. Rabi Jarika the
leader of the agitating tribals who had sustained bullet injury narrated the whole incidence of the day and
the politics behind the common corridor. The committee met men, women and children and about 25
injured persons including 9 women received treatment
from the senior doctor who accompanied the committee along with a team of volunteers.
March 31, New Delhi: Free flow for Bhagirathi as government shelves 2 dams in upper reaches
Bhagirathi, one of the key tributaries of the Ganga,
will now flow untamed and unchecked through the
year for at least part of its stretch. In a decision that
shows heightened sensitivity towards the environment and may have consequences for other hydroelectric projects, the government has decided not to
proceed with two projects – the 381 MW Bhaironghati
and 480 MW Pala-Maneri hydroelectric plants –
planned on the river that originates at Gaumukh. (The
Times of India)
March 30, Dhemaji : KMSS protest rally faces police
action
In Dhemaji, Assam, the Krishak Mukti
Sangram Samiti, a people’s organisation, organises a
protest of 12,000 people on demanding implementation of the Forest Rights Act, cleaning up the PDS and
halting the construction of big dams. The government’s
with firing in the air, uses tear gas and lathi charges
the protesters. More than 100 were injured and 23 admitted to hospital, of whom two are in critical condition. The district KMSS president was arrested and
slapped with various false non-bailable cases. The
KMSS general secretary, Akhil Gogoi, is facing a series of false cases and has been described by the government as a “Maoist.” KMSS is a member of NAPM
and strong letters of protest has been sent to the Chief
Minister.
March 29, Baligotha: Tata sponsored ‘Green Hunt’ in
Kalinga Nagar to destroy democratic tribal movement
For more than 3 months now the resistance
villages of Kalinga Nagar have been besieged by po-
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lice forces who have randomly arrested dozens of villagers who stepped out of their village. People have
been framed under false charges. There have been repeated midnight attacks by policemen and Tata goons
to annihilate key activists of the Bisthapan Birodhi Jan
Manch (BBJM). Hired assassins have also tried to eliminate the tribal leaders of the movement and one such
attempt caused the death of Amin Banara of Baligotha
village. Every attempt of the police and administration to quell the dissent of the people has been countered in democratic and non-violent ways by the BBJM.
We demand that the Govt should stop acting like a
hired mercenary of Tata Steel and withdraw all police
forces from the area. The Govt should also give up the
Common Corridor Road project as it will be built on
fertile farm land and the community land of the tribals.
The Govt should respect the sacrifice of the 14 tribals
killed by the police and scrap the Tata project immediately. There should be no further displacement & dispossession of tribal people from their land. A medical
team should be sent to the villages immediately as
people have not been able to visit doctors for days in
fear of arrest.
March 28, Lakhimpur Khiri :
NFFPFW holds two day conference on implementation of Forest Rights Act in the critical wildlife area of
Dudhwa National Park.
March 27, Allahabad : Meeting of social activists and
representatives of social movements
A two day meeting was held in Allahabad to discuss
the current political and economic situation of the country and eveolve a framework for coming together of
various social movements, alliances, federations on
key concerns and ensure better coordination. Meeting
was attended by members of NAPM, Azadi Bachao
Andolan, Sarva Seva Sangh, Yuva Bharat, Narmada
Bachao Andolan, Chattisgarh Mukti Morcha,
Sampoorna Kranti Manch and eminent activists like
Chunni Bhai Vaidya, Kuldeep Nayyar, Justice Rajinder
Sachar, Amarnath Bhai, Banwari Lal Sharma, Kalyan
Jain, Ravi Kiran Jain, Medha Patkar, Janak Lal Thakur
and others.
March 25, Ranchi : Jharkhand Mines Area Coordination Committee (JMACC) holds its 6th State level Convention from 25-27 March.
March 25, Delhi: Delhi Joint Action Committee on
NC Hills protests ethnic cleansing by Dimasa tribes
The attempt to create a Dimasa homeland, “Dima
Halili”, “Dima Hasao Raji”, in Assam’s NC Hills resulted in ethnic cleansing campaign by the Dimasa
armed groups – Dima Halam Daogah (Nunisa) and
Dima Halam Daogah (Jewel) – since 2003. In no time it
led to three major conflicts: Dimasa-Hmar conflict
(2003), Dimasa-Karbi conflict (2005) and Dimasa-Zeme
Naga conflict (2009). These conflicts cost many innocent lives, displaced hundreds of families and threatened the prospect of the democratic and citizenship

rights of the Biete, Hrangkhawl, Hmar, Kuki, Karbi,
Vaiphei, Zeme Naga and other tribes who constitute
57% of the population. The Delhi Joint Action Committee demands:1. Bifurcation of NC Hills into two
districts, one for the Dimasa and another for all the
indigenous tribes bearing the name NC Hills.
2. The Group of Minister’s Committee be scrapped
immediately and their recommendations be made null
and void. 3. The Government of Assam as well as the
Centre should take serious steps to prevent the reoccurrence of ethnic war and conflict and install peace,
law and order in NC Hills. 4. Protect and safeguard the
traditional land rights, culture, custom and tradition
of the tribals of Assam’s NC Hills.
March 23, New Delhi: Sardar Sarovar with 10 times
costs and only 10% benefits needs review, not funds
Though corruption worth thousands of crores has been
revealed, and an Expert committee has shown serious
environmental non-compliance, the SS project is up
for further funding from the Centre.
March 21, Dang : Dangi Mazdoor Union Activists
picked by Gujarat Police on charges of Sedition
Avinash Kulkarni and Bharat Powar activists of the
Dangi Mazdoor Union (DMU), a democratic
organisation and for 15 years actively engaged in the
struggle for the implementation of Forest Rights Act
and for democratic control over the forests. They were
picked up by the Gujarat Police and are now in jail,
accused of sedition, conspiring to wage war against
the State and membership, support for and funding a
terrorist organisation.
March 18, New Delhi: Shella Action Committee (SAC)
demands permanent withdrawal of mining permission given to Lafarge - Meghalaya’s Khasi tribals demand international cement giant to respect Constitution of India
Local people of Shella, under the banner of the Shella
Action Committee have been opposing the illegal occupation of land by International cement giant Lafarge,
the lease, the mortgage of lands to foreign banks and
the French Company’s flouting of Indian Constitution
from the very beginning. The lands under question
are protected under the VI Schedule of the Indian constitution, which provides for protection of tribal land
in the North Eastern region of India against acquisition by non-tribals.
March 16, Sonebhadra : Dalit and Adivasi women and
men violently attacked
The Forest Department and local goondas attacked
adivasi protesters (organised by the National Forum of
Forest Peoples and Forest Workers) who were reclaiming lands from which they had been illegally evicted in
August 2009. Four people, who were wounded themselves, were arrested and are still in jail.
March 14, Manipur : International Day of Action for
Rivers celebrated by Citizens Concern for Dams and
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Development (CCDD), Committee on Land and Natural Resources (COLNAR), & Action against Tipaimukh
Project (ACTIP) with local support by Hmar Inpui.
The Gathering resolved at the confluence of Tuivai
and Barak rivers that these rivers be allowed to flow
freely and rejected the construction of Tipaimukh Dam.
March 12, Kolkata : Environmental Clearance to
Haripur Nuclear Power Plant is a Lie
On the evening of 13 January 2010 addressing a Press
Conference inside the Writers’ Buildings, Kolkata, Mr.
Jairam Ramesh, the Hon’ble Union Minister (Independent Charge) for Environment and Forests, announced
that the MoEF, his Ministry, has given the required
clearance for the Haripur Nuclear Power Plant, East
Midnapore, West Bengal. This was widely reported by
the media all across. However, in an RTI query from
MoEF National Fishworkers’ Forum has discovered
that MoEF have “received no proposal for environment clearance of the proposed nuclear plant at Haripur,
in East Midnapur, West Bengal”. Therefore, the question of giving any clearance does not arise.
March 12, Mumbai: Defamation suit filed by S. Kumars
Company building Maheshwar dam against Narmada
Bachao Andolan dismissed by Mumbai Court
March 12, Guwahati: Assam to guarantee Right to
Health
Responding to an appeal from the Centre for legislating on health rights, the Assam state government
tabled the landmark Assam Public Health Bill, 2010, in
the assembly. The Bill, which will be put to vote on
March 31 proposes path-breaking provisions for health
equity and justice to achieve the goal of health for all.
(The Times of India)
March 11, New Delhi : Small Railway Caterers Unite
to ask for new Catering Policy
Vendors and small contractors from across the country staged a one day dharna at Jantar Mantar under the
aegis of Akhil Bharatiya Railway Khan-Pan Licensees
Welfare Association. The meeting was addressed by
MPs of Samajwadi Party, Rashtriya Janta Dal, Indian
National Congress, CPI, CPI(M) and Medha Patkar.
The key demands included amendment of Catering
Policy (Khan-Pan Niti) - 2005 along with the proposed
amendments to save small licensee vendors and make
agreements with them.
March 9, Mumbai : Public Hearing on Pavement Dwellers Rehabilitation
YUVA, Pavement Dwellers Organisation (PDO) and
College of Social Work, Nirmala Niketan organised a
public hearing on pavement dwellers rehabilitation
at Mumbai Marathi Patrakar Sangh Hall, Near Azad

Maidan, Mumbai. Mr. Miloon Kothari, Former U.N.
Rapporteur on Adequate Housing; Justice Hosbet
Suresh, Former Judge, Mumbai High Court; Ms.
Kalpana Sharma, Eminent Journalist; Ms. Farida
Lambay, Vice Principal, College of Social Work,
Nirmala Niketan; Mr. Rajendra Bhise, Program Director, YUVA were the esteemed panellists.
March 9, New Delhi: Rajya Sabha passes Women’s
Reservation Bill
March 9, Sonbhadra : Savitri Bai Phule’s Death Anniversary and Women’s Day Celebrated
National Forum of Forest People and Forest Workers
(NFFPFW) Kaimur take out a rally on the occasion in
Robertsganj and emphasise on violence against
women. The rally and public meeting was attended by
more than 1000 women.
March 8, New Delhi: Celebration of Centenary of International Women’s’ Day
In a colourful and poignant statement of solidarity
and strength, over a thousand women and men
marched through the streets of Central Delhi and gathered at Jantar Mantar to celebrate 100 years of International Women’s Day. Some issues highlighted included
price rise, violence against women in all its forms,
inequalities ingrained in the system through caste, class
and religion, and a government that not only abdicates its responsibilities, but actively hands over the
resources of the most marginalized peoples to a few
powerful corporations.
March 7, New Delhi: Activists condemn killing of
PCPA Chief
Civil society activists have written a letter to home
minister P Chidambaram, condemning the killing of
Lalmohan Tudu, president of the People’s Committee
against Police Atrocities (PCPA) and two others in
Lalgarh two weeks ago. The three were killed in an
“encounter” on February 22 by CRPF, according to
official versions. The activists have demanded a judicial probe into the killing. (The Times of India)
March 5, Balitutha: Anti-POSCO struggle update
The peaceful demonstration (Dharna) held at Balitutha
by people from Dhinkia and adjoining Panchayats in
Jagatsingpur district opposing the proposed POSCO
steel plant project entered into 34th day on 3rd March
2010. K P Sashi, the documentary film maker, Sister
Selin from Pune and Prasant Paikray, Spokes person,
PPSS joined the Samabesh and expressed solidarity to
the democratic people’s struggle. Continuously about
200 male and 200 female are sitting in Dharana on
rotation basis. The people criticised the government
for going ahead with the project ignoring the opposition of the people in the area.
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March 6, New Delhi: MoEF Environmental Expert
Committee concludes gross non-compliance on Sardar
Sarovar and Indira Sagar projects
The Second Interim Report by Dr. Devender Pandey
Committee of Experts to study and assess the environmental safeguard measures of the Sardar Sarovar,
Indira Sagar and Omkareshwar Projects, brings forth
many instances of gross violations and serious noncompliance by the concerned state governments of
Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat and Maharashtra on various
environmental aspects and recommends that there
shall be no further reservoir-filling either at SSP or ISP
and no further canal construction and irrigation from
network till compliance.
February 24-26, Imphal: 3 day fast in solidarity with
Irom Sharmila
In November 2009, poet and activist Irom Sharmila
from Manipur entered the 10th year of her hunger
strike demanding the repeal of the Armed Forces (Special Powers) Act, 1958(AFSPA). She started the hunger
strike after the Indian Army massacred ten innocent
civilians in Malom, Manipur. This was already the
twentieth year of the application of the AFSPA in
Manipur. On 6 November 2000, she was arrested by
the police and charged with attempt to commit suicide
under section 307 of the Indian Penal Code. Her health
deteriorated gradually and she did not accept even a
single drop of water except being forcefully fed by
nasogastric intubation. To express solidarity, 3 days
solidarity fast at Imphal outside J.N. hospital from the
24 th to the 26th of February, 2010 was organized by
Asha Parivar, NAPM, INSAF and others.
February 25, New Delhi: Supreme Court conditionally permits Narmada canal construction work on
Indira Sagar and Omkareshwar canals subject to scrutiny and approval by Expert Committee and MoEF
February 22, Nationwide: All India Protest against
Operation Green Hunt
February 21, Bangalore: PUCL expresses grave concern at the attack on human rights defenders in different parts of India and the human rights crisis engendered by increasing militarisation strategy adopted
by Government of India and different state governments allegedly for controlling the Maoist threat.
February 17, Chamba, Saal Ghaati Sangharsh Morcha
demand to scrap Hull Project gained momentum
5 activists of the ‘Saal Ghaati Bachao Sangharsh Morcha’
were attacked by contractors and their goons in an
attempt to initiate, forcefully, work on the Hull I Hydropower Project, which the local villages have been
opposing on grounds of their impacts on local environment and livelihoods. People’s organisations and

activists from across Himachal Pradesh organised demonstrations and public protests on the 15th, 16th and
17th February in Chamba town and presented a memorandum to the District collector demanding an immediate judicial inquiry into the incident and scrapping
of the proposed projects (both I and II) in the Saal Valley.
February 16-17, New Delhi: Demonstration by
Maheshwar Dam oustees in Delhi
th
On the 16 of February, 2010, hundreds of oustees of
Maheshwar dam came to Delhi for a two day
programme at Jantar Mantar to demand from the Ministry of Environment and Forest that the construction
of the Maheshwar dam should immediately be
stopped. 50,000 to 70,000 peasants, fisher people, boat
people and landless workers are getting affected by
this project. As per the R&R Policy, these villagers are
to be provided agricultural land. The Ministry of Environment and Forest gave its clearance in 1994 to the
Government of Madhya Pradesh, which was transferred to promoter private company in 2001. In violation of the conditions of the clearance which required
the implementation of the R&R measures at the same
pace as dam construction, the construction work is now
over 80-90%, while the rehabilitation of oustees is
around 5%.
February 12, New Delhi : Peoples Movements welcome Delhi High Court Judgement with regard to
Right to Shelter
Ghar Bachao Ghar Banao Andolan, Narmada Bachao
Andolan and National Alliance of People’s Movements
welcome the judgment delivered by the Chief Justice
of Delhi High Court, Justice Ajit Prakash Shah on February 12, 2010 on the eve of his retirement. Hailing it
as a milestone they said this decision will go a long
way in the struggle of the poor dwellers and their
multiple displacements which started a few decades
ago. The Court observed that “jhuggi dwellers are not
to be treated as secondary citizens and are entitled to
no less an access to basic survival needs as any other
citizen”. The Judgement said slum dwellers are entitled to no less an access to basic survival needs as any
other citizen” and further observed that “It cannot be
expected that human beings in a jhuggi cluster will simply
vanish if their homes are uprooted and their names effaced
from government records. They are the citizens who help
rest of the city to live a decent life they deserve protection and
the respect of the rights to life and dignity which the Constitution guarantees them.”
February 6, New Delhi : 3rd National Convention on
Making the Judiciary Accountable and Responsive to
the People
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The Third National Convention of the Campaign for
Judicial Accountability and Reforms (CJAR) was held
in Delhi on February 6-7 on the issues of Judicial Appointments, Complaints against judges, Contempt of
Court, the application of the RTI to the Judiciary, impact of various judgements with regard to developmental and environmental issues on the marginalised
sections of the society. The Convention was attended
by eminent lawyers, former judges, academics, social
activists, and students who were unanimous in a view
that it is important to devise ways and means to make
the Indian Judiciary accountable and responsive to the
People of India.
February 3, Mumbai: More than 3500 slum dwellers
assemble outside the Collector Office, Bandra to raise
the issues of their constitutional and human rights
More than 3500 slum dwellers assembled outside the
Collector Office Bandra under the leader ship of Medha
Patkar along with the local MLA & Municipal Corporator to demand their constitutional and human rights
which included declaration of 20 settlements as slum
as per section 4 of the Maharashtra Slum Areas Act
1971 and provision of basic amenities like water, sanitation, street light, dispensary etc. in these slums. Collector Shri Vishwas Patil has ordered the surveying of
the 20 slums whose residents were present during the
dharna and initiation of the process of slum declaration. While the recent Human Development Index
Report by Mumbai Municipal Corporation has
brought out the fact that more than 60 lakh people are
forced to stay on not more than 6% of the total land in
Mumbai, the issue was raised of such iniquitous land
distribution patterns in Mumbai which is the direct
result of the Real Estate nexus operating in Mumbai.
January 30-31, Bhubaneshwar, Orissa: National Convention on Peace and Communal Harmony
NAPM, Odisha Shanti Sadbhabana Abhiyan (OSSA),
Bajirout Chhatrabas, Yuva Bharat, Sarva Dharma
Sadbhabana Mahasabha, India Peace Centre, Ayodhya
ki Awaz, Asha Parivar, Gitai Mission, Kranti Manch,
Utkal Christian Council, GLF, International Sarvodaya
Trust, Antyodaya Chetana Mandal, SEVAK, Yusuf
Meharalli Center, AORVA, Utkal Sarvodaya Mandal,
Sarvodaya Groups and other secular organisations
organised this convention in the wake of Kandhamal
Violence leading to communalisation and polarisation
of the society beyond the political realm. The convention dwelt on the implementation of peace and secular
education in School Curriculum; role of media in promotion of non-violence; peace & social harmony; religious and political leaders in promoting peace and
social harmony.
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January 10, Bhubaneshwar: Grant of Forest clearance
to POSCO is in blatant violation of law
Posco Pratirodh Sangram Samiti (PPSS) and Lok Shakti
Abhiyan ( LSA), Orissa condemned the decision of the
Union Government to grant forest clearance to Posco
in Jagatsinghpur for its proposed plant and port violating the forest conservation, environment laws and
Forest Rights Act. POSCO corporation plans to set up a
steel plant on 4,000 acres of land (of which 3,003 acres
is forest land).
Upcoming Events
April 9-11: Independent People’s Tribunal on Land
Acquisition, Resource Grab and Operation Green Hunt
The Independent People’s Tribunal (IPT) has, through
earlier hearings, gained recognition as a means for
civil society groups to present an issue of immense
public concern before an impartial and eminent group
of jury members. The present IPT focuses on forced land
acquisition, resource grab, and Operation Green Hunt ––
issues that could spell life or death for the 80 million
indigenous people of our country. Representatives
from Andhra Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, Orissa,
and West Bengal will present testimonies on government sanctioned human rights abuses, forcible acquisition of Adivasi land and looting of public natural
resources in these states.
April 11 onwards : Indefinite Mass Action by Narmada
Bachao Andolan for right over land, water, fish, forests in the area to be submerged by Sardar Sarovar
Project. The Indefinite action of hundreds of the displaced is to begin from Badwani in Madhya Pradesh
on the 11 April and shall traverse a distance of 200 km
and reach Indore by road on the 13 April. At Indore,
NBA shall undertake a mass sit-in before the Narmada
Control Authority until our demands for justice are
met. They seek support from everyone and request
their presence in this hour of struggle.
For details contact : 07290-222464, 09423944390 |
medha.narmada@gmail.com
April 15 onwards, New Delhi: Declaration of indefinite struggle by Maheshwar oustees
The Narmada Bachao Andolan declares that in light of
the clear and confirmed violation of the conditions of
the clearance, and failure to rehabilitate the thousands
of oustees affected by the project, if the work on the
dam is not immediately stopped, then hundreds of
oustees of the Maheshwar dam will begin a program
of indefinite struggle in the capital of Delhi after 15th
of April. For details contact : nbakhandwa@gmail.com
| 09425928007
April 15 onwards, New Delhi: Declaration of indefi-
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Reg. No: MAHENG/2006/18083
from People’s
Movements
nite dharna – Bhopalis demand implementation of Empowered
Commission
April 15-19, New Delhi: Public protest in DELHI to expose the
PROPOSED FOOD “INSECURITY” ACT of the Government of India
The steering committee of the Right to Food Campaign invites
all of you to join us from the 15th to 19th of April, 2010 at Jantar
Mantar, outside Parliament in Delhi for a Dharna cum fast to
protest against the “Food ‘Insecurity’ Bill” sent to the Union
Cabinet by the Empowered Group of Ministers (EGOM). As you
are aware the EGOM drafted National Food Security Act proposes a single entitlement of Rs. 25 kgs of grain per BPL household in the name of Food Security. For more details, please
contact: 09351562965(Kavita Srivastava), 9650434777 (Dipa Sinha),
9891768050 (Trishna), 9899952724
Trilochan)righttofood@gmail.com
April 19-20, New Delhi: People’s Audit of SEZ, Nehru Memorial
Museum and Library, Teen Murti, New Delhi
The final National Level Audit of SEZs will be held on April 19-20,
following a series of people’s audits conducted in several states
across the country. After the Special Economic Zones Act was passed
in the Parliament in June 2005, over 1046 proposals for setting up
SEZs have been granted approvals in various parts of the country.
Large number of SEZs have been granted approval in Maharashtra,
Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Goa, Gujarat, Orissa, West Bengal
and some other states. In the audit process, people affected by the
SEZ Projects and related land acquisition, submitted their testimonies and depositions to an eminent panel of social scientists, economists, retired bureaucrats, journalists and independent researchers
who critically examined issues emerging from SEZs. The issues
ranged from land acquisition, displacement, environmental impact, compensation to employment generation, livelihood loss and
labour rights as well as those related to the development paradigm and economic growth. In an effort towards consolidating
these state level processes, the national level audit will also include a panel of eminent people to critically evaluate these issues
and their implications to national policy. For details contact
peoplesauditofsezs2009@gmail.com | 9818905316

Yes, It’s Democracy..
A Democracy for
a few people only
- Arundhati Roy
(Writer, Activist)
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